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Peace for all and for Nature
WiSOP or Language of Peace
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Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
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LETTER TO EVERYONE LOVING
NATURE AND PEACE
Wave of Healing Peace
Dear Friends of Nature and Peace,
We thank you for sharing messages and ideas with us on social media and/or for
visiting our web pages. Without your support we could not do much.
We feel that we are connected and therefore we send you a personal invitation to
be part of the "Wave of Healing Peace" or "Peace Heat Wave" which was officially
launched on 12.12.21 as the Day of Peace and Liberation.
Together we can awaken those who run this world to be ashamed of the mess the
world is in. Making them feel that they can do nothing but change the way we
treat Nature and our fellow humans beings. Nature is used and abused as a mere
commodity, whereas she is the essence and Life. Too many people are left out
and/or abused commercially or otherwise. This cannot be called civilization. It is
primitive madness. It seems that anything is allowed to generate money.
The creation of a global Peace Wave will send a strong signal to our leaders (who
often deceive us) and make them feel the urgency to join the Natura Pax
Convention, which is inspired by Nature and Peace, and which calls for a global
cleansing of mentality and a clean-up of the environment, as well as an
immediate cessation of all wars.
Deliberate pollution must be stopped, as it goes against Lex Mater, the Law of all
laws or the Law of Peace. Respect for people and Nature is a basic principle that
must be defended by all. Lex Mater must be the basis of the New World of Peace.
The world that all countries and nations should be part of.

We all win, when no one loses
Every truly human being feels what Nature is feeling and is increasingly fed up and
frustrated by the inertia or lack of decisions. Decisions not being made due to the
"divide and conquer" mentality of many leaders today. Leading us all to more
disasters. The motto should be: "we all win, when no one loses".
We invite you to visit our website www.naturapax.net to find out what we can all do
to "be the change" that everyone and Natura Mater needs. We all feel the need
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to demand leaders to change or leave the stage and let paxiticians or "leaders of
Natura Pax" to take over.
If all goes well with Pax 21, it will change the face of history.
Please share and invite your friends too.
Majai'vi (new greeting and symbol of Peace).

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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BE GREAT!
REALLY AND GENUINELY GREAT!
Letter to world-leaders and others
Dear Madam
Dear Sir,
We are sorry to say that we don't think you are all really leading us. Or not yet or at
least not in the right direction. But you could be excused. Moreover, you can be
true leaders if you let go of certain principles and find common ground in Peace.
Let's explain why and how.
When you look at the world around you, you cannot but see, feel and hear it is
affected by so many problems: coronaviruses, pollution of water, soil and air,
disintegration of society, commercial exploitation if not modern slavery, poverty,
crime, violence of all sorts.
When you look at the people around you, you cannot but see that not many
people smile anymore or little, but look as if they fear the worst is still to come.
When you look at yourself, you cannot but see and feel that you would like to be in
a different world. A better world with less problems and less worries. A world you,
your family, friends and community - local, regional, national and indeed
international - could enjoy more.

You can be great
You can make the world different. You can, if you really want to. And when you
listen to your inner voice you cannot but want to.
You can all be great. Great in a different sense. Not great as most history books
define it. It was most often not the right definition at all.
Would you all not like to go down in history as a truly great leader? As a leader that
signed the Natura Pax Convention or Natura Mater's Peace Agreement on
creating the New World of Peace, Sanity and Justice?
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Would you all not like to be great as defined in the Convention? Great as a
woman or man that heeded the messages written on the blackboard of your
hearts. Great because you heeded the messages sent by Natura Mater or Nature.
Great as a woman or man and leader who was and is open to these messages.
Would you not like to go down in history as being a leader who sensed the full
meaning of these messages and decided to do all that you possibly could to
make the world around you, your community, your town, your city, your country
and the entire world good and just for all and for Nature?
You can be great and so can we all! We just need to let go of principles that have
stood in the way of Peace or genuine greatness ever since human history began.

Peace or genuine greatness
Greatness was often given a wrong definition because of erratic or babelonic
principles, like "divide and rule". This kind of principles are based on Babel or the
Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie in the history of Humankind. Indeed, when
listening to your hearts and heeding the messages of Natura Mater and of
whatever you call the Higher or Superior Intelligence, you will sense that principles
like "Nature is a commodity you can use and exploit as you want" and "some
people are superior to others and to Nature and have the right to dominate,
exploit or abuse them" are the main reason why the world today is not the world
we and Nature want and need.
Babel or these erratic principles have led to abuse, atrocities and other violence
that should never have been perpetrated if Babel had not originated in the minds
of some deranged humans or humanoids. But still, they did find their way in the
"collective mindset" of Humanity and have caused enormous damage to people
and to Nature. Millions of innocent children, women and men have been
sacrificed to ideas and ideals based on these erratic principles. Trillions and trillions
have been spent on massively destructive weapons to defend ideas and ideals
that were and still are contrary to the essence of Natura Mater's Law or Lex Mater.
Yet, you can prevent the madness of Babel from being perpetuated and being
allowed to make life harder and not really livable for ever more people around
the world. If it is continued, more severe crises are bound to hit us all, no matter
where they live or no matter their social status. No one right in mind, heart and
soul would want that to happen.

Babel replaced by Lex Mater
Dear Madam, dear Sir, if you want and if you listen to the messages written on the
blackboard of your hearts and in coded signals from Natura Mater, you will agree
Babel has to stop and be replaced by Natura Mater's Law or Lex Mater.
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The messages clearly indicate that principles like "divide and rule" should be
replaced urgently or right away by principles like "we all win when nobody loses"
and "all people and Nature deserve to be respected always and everywhere".
The Natura Pax Convention was drawn up on the basis of many messages people
like us have been noting down for several years, but especially since the early
2000s.
The Convention is a compendium of universal human values to be shared across
all borders and walls and should serve as the foundation of the New World.
We are sure you will all want to be great and become a leader of the New World
of Peace, Sanity and Justice.
We therefore ask you to take the Natura Pax Vow pledging to take Peace as the
respect of universal human values and the Natura Pax Convention as your guide
and beacon to unite, iron out differences, cooperate and start building the New
World of Peace.
We also ask the United Nations to convene a Security Council and Extraordinary
General Meeting to discuss the Natura Pax Vow and Convention and to set out the
road map "United for the Survival of Earth".
Please be great, that is really great according to Natura Mater's definition:
"greatness is respecting all people and Nature always and wherever".
Many thanks and majai'vi (Peace be to you and to Nature).
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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NO MORE WAR
Inspiring thoughts from Olympia
Once upon a time, on a distant island, two tribes were at war for as long as they
could remember. Periods of relative peace and tranquility alternated with heavy
fighting that claimed many lives and caused great damage.
The tribes were ruled by the strongest leaders, but not always the most intelligent.
The leaders were those who wanted power and more power. They wanted to
dominate the other tribe and own the entire island. Although there was plenty of
food to support all the people on the island and there was really no need to fight
for it, the leaders seemed to like to fight and make war. They were hooked on it as
if it were entertainment.
But little by little, the common people of both tribes got fed up with having to be
willing to fight and risk their lives for the sake of the power their leaders wanted.
Several common, but actually not so common, people decided to try to meet
with members of the other tribe. At first, the animosity and distrust that had been
instilled in them since birth seemed to be an obstacle that could not be
overcome. However, after a while of exchanging thoughts about life, Nature,
leadership, family, and their desires and dreams, they discovered that they were
quite similar. They just wanted to live in peace and enjoy life in the company of
their families and friends.
So they decided to create a movement to promote peace among their tribes.
Slowly and quietly.
After a while, the movement had reached almost all the people of the tribes. The
leaders had not really understood why their people had been acting differently.
Until one day in early spring, they were awakened by the sound of huge crowds at
the gates of their palaces.
The crowds were shouting "we are Peace, we are Peace...", "we want Peace, we
want Peace..."
The leaders at first could not believe their eyes, but when they saw that the crowds
were not only made up of people from their own tribe, but also people from the
other tribe, they realized that they could no longer be the leaders they had always
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been. Leaders who had learned that fighting and waging war was normal since
they were children. They finally realized that life without fighting and war was too
good not to work for it. They joined the crowds.
Since then, the island has been like heaven, with both tribes living together in
peace and working for the common good of all the people.
May the island inspire other islands, other tribes, other nations, other countries and
their leaders, now so often blinded by power and educated to compete and
fight.
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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FINAL LIBERATION
MORATORIUM ON WAR
Freeing this world of Madness or the disease
that is taking Humankind to extinction.
The Corona virus is proving to be more difficult to knock out than expected. The
virus is adapting rapidly and new variants appear continuously.
People all around the world are infected and affected. Many people die,
become ill and are losing their courage or heart.
Two long years of hoping the Corona crisis will be over soon... It is not over yet.
Some scientists predict it will last several more years.

Unless...
The Corona virus has made us much more aware of what is really important in life:
health, healthy air, water and food, friendship, peace and love.
It has made us much more aware of the reasons we have not had these most
important elements in our lives. And also, why these reasons are not tackled as
they could be tackled.

Madness
The main reason why is Madness and the fact we all live in a world of Madness,
while the overwhelming majority of people all around the world do not want to be
there. They want to live in a world of Peace and Sanity, where they have health,
healthy air, water and food. A world where they can enjoy human warmth by
sharing friendship and love (in their many forms) with their partners, children,
friends, school mates, fellow citizens. In short, with the rest of the world.
The reason why this Madness has never been tackled or never cured and seems
to be going on and on, is one Big Aberration and one Big Lie that have guided,
dominated or ruled the entire world ever since they originated in the mind of
some deranged human or humanoid being.
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BABEL
BABEL, as the Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie can be code-named, consists in
dissociating Nature from the Supreme or Summum Bonum or Superior Intelligence
or the Undefinable, on the one hand, and considering some people to be
superior to others and Nature and having the right to dominate, manipulate and
abuse other people and Nature, on the other. For centuries and now more clearly
than ever before, BABEL has proved to be utter Madness and a blasphemy to the
Summum Bonum or Undefinable or Divine.

Corona and Cornucopia
The Corona virus has been showing us we need to awaken and realize we are
living in a world of Madness and that we are all infected and affected by the
Cornucopia virus or virus of plenty. Plenty for part of Humanity and not so plenty or
almost nothing for the other part.
Both the Corona and Cornucopia viruses are very tough to combat, but they can
be combated. This combat is the most important "War" ever waged by Humanity.
It is a "War on Madness" or the "War on BABEL".
The combat will require drastic measures across all borders and walls. It requires
concerted action on the part of all countries, nations, corporations, religions,
races... In short, everyone across the globe has to take part. It is the Biggest
Humanitarian Campaign ever.
BABEL principles like "divide and rule" or "we are superior to others and to Nature",
should be let go of and be replaced "united we survive, divided we perish" and
"we will all win, when nobody loses".

Moratorium on War
In order for all people around the world to win and get out of the Madness we are
all living in, a global Moratorium on War needs to be declared immediately. War
should no longer be considered as Art. It has been considered Art by BABELminded or BABEL-manipulated people.
All parties involved should stop all hostilities and start an analysis of why they are
what and how they are against the light of the antidote to BABEL, an antidote that
can be used to anyone across the globe. It has been present in all human beings
ever since "civilization" or human development began. But BABEL has relegated it
to become second fiddle or even less.
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Peace as the key to free us from Madness
Peace is the antidote to BABEL and so the key to combat Madness or the Biggest
Aberration and Biggest Lie that have caused so much "inhuman damage" to
people and to Nature. Still today, trillions are invested in wars and other destructive
activities that cause damage to people and to Nature.
Peace or Lex Mater or Universal Human Values shared across all borders of all
countries, nations, corporations, religions, races and other groups is to be the
guide and beacon to take the entire world from Madness to Sanity, Health and
Peace.
Peace or Lex Mater to finally free or liberate us from BABEL and its disastrous
Madness that was taking all of Humanity to extinction.
Majai'vi or Peace to all people and to Nature, the Mother of all and more.
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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A WORLD WITHOUT HUGS...
is a world short of love and too cold to really enjoy, though temperatures are
increasing ever more world-wide.
What a world we have all been forced to live in! Not the world the majority of
people around the world want. Only a minority seems to want it and do all it can
to make us believe it is the world we all want and need. They have the money, the
algorithms, the artificial intelligence, the media and what not to influence our
thoughts.
Politics, economics and other theories have largely been based on the wrong
primeval principles. We call it Babel or Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie in human
history.
"Nature is a commodity you can exploit and abuse as you like".
"Some people are superior to others and to Nature and have the right to exploit
them".
Babel has led to the mess we are all in! We are living in a world of Madness. No
one right in mind, heart and soul can accept the violence and wars perpetrated
just for the sake of power and riches.
Normal has never been normal. Violence and war are the reflection of the lack of
genuine humanity or Heart or Peace or Higher Human Intelligence or MPTA (our
Natura Pax definition).
Time to redefine the term normal and to introduce genuine humanity or Peace in
the form of universal human values - shared across all borders and walls set up
mainly to dominate, manipulate, exploit and abuse people and Nature and to
acquire vacuous power and empty riches.
Time to redefine power and riches holding them against those universal human
values or Lex Mater (Natura Pax universal human values). Time to penetratingly
analyze and adapt the innumerable rules, laws, theories and the like created to
allow some (people or countries) to acquire power and riches.
"Divide and rule" must be replaced by "we all win when no one loses".
Majai'vi to all and hugs!
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net - www.pax21.net
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PAX 21 - GLOBAL WAVE OF PEACE
Finally releasing us all
The Global Wave of Peace started in the early 2000s when a few friends or “tiny
drops in the ocean” met each other on the internet and in real life through Peace.
They came from many different countries and belonged to different races,
political and economic systems, religions or none...
They discussed about Peace and about why violence was so very much present
in this world and in all fields of human activities and society.
They concluded most of the problems Humanity was facing were the result of the
lack of Peace, which they defined as the respect of universal human values.
Peace inspired them to create a World of Peace and Justice based on Natura Pax
or Peace Pact between Humanity and Nature as our essential partner.
They launched a campaign for Peace and Justice sending messages about
Peace and human values to leaders, organizations and the public in general.
On 12.12.21, they officially launched Pax 21 or Global Wave of Peace.
Pax 21 wants to involve all people from whatever country, nation or race, whether
black or white, yellow or brown or any colour in-between to boost and demand
Peace from those that run - and often ruin - this world.

Aims of Pax 21 - Global Wave of Peace
• awakening all leaders to be honest with themselves, the world, all people and
Nature
• demanding all leaders to finally unite and take the necessary and urgent
measures to save themselves, their country, the world, all people and Nature
• demanding all leaders to stop threatening us with using the most lethal and
massively destructive weapons
• awakening all leaders to understand that Peace is the only option for all
• demanding all leaders to understand that we are all part of the same
Humanity and part of one and unique Nature
• demanding all leaders to take the Natura Pax or Pax 21 Vow
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• demanding all leaders to accept Natura Pax or the Pact between Nature and
Humanity about a New World - just and good for all and for Nature
• demanding all leaders to accept Natura Pax and its 25 universal human values
and other legislation as the guideline and beacon to build the New World of
Peace
• demanding all leaders to really unite and fully respect the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights as essential to the New World of Peace
• demanding all leaders to start building the New World to finally release us all
from the shackles of so many borders and divisions separating us needlessly
• demanding all leaders to review, eliminate or adapt all borders and divisions
causing so much violence and damage to all people and to Nature
• demanding all leaders to hold all laws and rules now standing in the way of
Peace against the Natura Pax Universal Human Values and the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Pax 21 - the Wave to Freedom
• sweeping away injustices and violence in the present-day world adrift or lost in
confusion, fake and violence
• gradually bringing back human warmth or genuine humanity or Heart
• building a world that does care about the suffering of so many innocent
children, men and women around the world
• building a world that will restore Natura Mater or Nature to its full glory and
health, which will make us healthy too
• having all leaders and everybody else wherever on board the renewed but still
magnificent ship called Humanity on a unique voyage
• a voyage taking every child, woman and man to a sustainable, green, clean,
fair and healthy future
• a future where every child, woman and man is part of one Big Family of Peace
that treats each family member and Nature fairly, just and equally well.
Thank you for joining the Wave of Peace.
Majai'vi (peace and love) to all!
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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STOP IT!
GROW UP AND BE PEACE!
Shame on international community
The media report that more than 30 migrants died while trying to cross the
Channel from France to the UK. Probably the worst accident with migrants in the
Channel ever. More accidents like this are bound to happen. Why? Why is this kind
of inhuman atrocities not being stopped? Atrocities it are! Crimes against
humanity it are! Because the international community could stop this madness
but does not really act. If only it really was a community and not an amalgam of
200+ countries that have been promising to promote Peace and Justice for
ages, but that still invest billions in making ever more lethal weapons to combat
violence and crime that is to a great extent caused by the way they act and carry
on "business as usual". If this kind of mindset or war mentality stays, peace will
never be reached. If nothing more drastic is done to tackle the causes of all the
conflicts, wars, poverty, Nature degradation, societal collapse, hunger and other
types of violence, everybody across the globe will have to face even harder
consequences, like extreme weather conditions, social unrest and protests - not
always peaceful, but violent for several reasons. The main one being the lack of
action in all honesty of countries or leaders to tackle the reasons standing in the
way of Peace.

Who is to blame?
Many migrants have been drowning or dying from hunger or exhaustion almost
every day ever since we can remember. Who is to blame?
Not the migrants themselves as some would say. Some that have no idea about
what the migrants went through. If you heard some of their stories, you would not
dare to blame them. If you had enough empathy or deep humanity, you would
feel their suffering and feel disgusted about the so-called international community
hardly doing anything about it to stop migrants having to flee to escape from
hunger, poverty, wars and other violence. No one with enough empathy, deep
humanity or CIQ (higher human intelligence) can accept this as being a normal
"part of the whole system". If it is normal, then the whole system is ill and gradually
becoming terminally ill with the consequences of this "normal" being ever more
disastrous. Everyone right in mind, heart and soul and using his/her CIQ or higher
human intelligence will say this is absolutely abnormal and a sign of mental
distortion or madness. Sorry for being so outspoken about it, but there are many
reasons to say so (reasons that are evident for people using their CIQ).
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Reasons behind migrant and other issues
Why do so many men and woman, including young people and often with very
young children, decide to give up everything and to risk their lives to look for a
better future for themselves and for their children?
A whole range of actors and factors have made these men and women decide
their future no longer can be built in the country they were living. They decide to
flee and risk their lives to reach a country that offers them the hope of building a
new future, away from war, poverty, terror and insecurity.
A whole range of actors and factors that relate to politics, economics, religions
and other divisions separating people and making many of them victims of other
people that have made many countries, regions or villages unsafe for the
migrants to continue to live. Anyone right in mind, heart and soul or CIQ people
cannot but feel the pain and suffering these migrants have to endure, because
the reasons behind it all are not being tackled. Not being tackled for many
reasons as well. Reasons that are not tackled either because those that could do
something about the reasons behind the migrant issues and also climate change,
Nature degradation, societal collapse, crime and so many other forms of
violence, are not using their CIQ or have been made unable to access it. Unable
to use it because the environment they grew up in, has molded them to be what
they are and how they think and act. It has made them think in terms of
"competing with others, even if it means till death do us part".
Clearly, this kind of attitude has led to the world of confusion, fake, conflicts and
violence we are all living in now. Clearly a world hardly anyone could want to be
perpetuated "till death do us part". Hardly anyone in whatever country or nation,
belonging to whatever race, gender, political or economic system, religion or any
other group or division.

Community united in and for Peace
When is the international community going to be a true community united in and
for Peace and Justice? When are the 200+ countries and their leaders going to
feel this whole system of "competing and destroying people and Nature" cannot
go on and on? When will they feel the only way to get out of it is to "unite to make
everybody win and make sure no one loses"? When will they grow up (meaning
using their CIQ or higher human intelligence) and to step in to make change
happen and make Peace the way of thinking, living and acting?
Anyone right in mind, heart and soul cannot but want to grow up and feel the
urge to unite and stop the madness of the present barbaric and babelonic
system. Babelonic or BABEL-minded system based on the Biggest Aberration and
Biggest Lie in human history, a history where the lack of Peace, genuine humanity
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and CIQ has led to the loss of enormous resources, material and others. To
enormous inhuman atrocities and violence against millions and millions of people
and against Nature, the unique and precious habitat we all live in.
BABEL has dominated and largely ruined our history. The Biggest Aberration
consisted in dissociating Nature from the Superior or Higher Intelligence or the
Supreme or Divine and treating her as a mere commodity you can exploit and
abuse as you want. The Biggest Lie consisted in considering some to be superior
to others and to Nature. The consequences of BABEL are felt by everybody around
the world and increasingly so. It is felt in the way we interact with the world around
us, in our relationship with ourselves (indeed), with our families and friends, our
schoolmates, our fellow citizens and with anyone else. It is felt in the way leaders
interact with one another. Leaders in politics, business, religions and other sectors
of society. In short, in virtually all that we think and do.

Still time to change history
Our history would have been totally different if BABEL had not originated in the
mind of a stray human that had lost the capacity to feel connected with Nature
and all that Nature, Heart, Peace, Soul or MPTA are: an entity we all belong to and
which is not definable by any human being. The greatest scientists and thinkers
have tried to do so, but have admitted it cannot be defined.
It is still time to change history if we all let go of BABEL. If we all join hands and take
Peace - part of the Supreme or Summum Bonum - as our beacon and guide to
change and work for Peace. All together across all borders and walls - largely set
up to separate people for BABEL-induced reasons.
Peace as genuine or deep humanity or universal human values we all share in our
DNA+ or the invisible, but yet very essential counterpart of our DNA or genetic
code. DNA+ or the Code of Life is the key to make change happen and to end
the World of violence and to start building the New World of Peace and Justice for
all and for Nature;
DNA+ or the Code of Life is common to all human beings. It can be accessed
and felt in different degrees of intensity depending on our capacity to use our CIQ
or higher intelligence.
DNA+ or Peace or universal human values are the key to solve most of Humanity's
problems. Holding all factors and actors (now upholding the BABEL-principles and
blocking Peace) against the light of Peace or Lex Mater or Nature's Law of all laws
will reveal Humanity has been on the wrong track or has been sailing in the wrong
direction. But change is possible if we all let go of BABEL and start to use our CIQ
and strengthen our common language of Peace or original mother tongue WiSOP.
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Using our CIQ and speaking WiSOP will allow us to communicate across all borders
and walls and make us realize it is a shame on Humanity and the international
community to let so many migrants die. It would make us all feel they deserve to
be helped. It would make the international community no longer an amalgam of
BABEL-induced selfishness and individualism, but a "Peace Corp".

Now is the time to act differently!
The international community needs to tackle the reasons behind migration. It
needs to declare a global moratorium on wars and limit the production of
weapons. It needs to massively invest in education, clean energy, health, healthy
food, fair trade, anti-corruption campaigns and related actions. It needs to set up
a new International Court of Humanity to bring abusers to justice. Justice based on
Lex Mater.
We have reached the point where the madness ruling this world ever since it
began when a stray human invented the wrong principles or BABEL, is nearing its
point of no return. It is time to make this world be guided by Lex Mater or universal
human values. It is the only way to stop the madness and hypocrisy having led to
the migration issue, Nature degradation, abuse of people at a scale deemed
impossible, commercial exploitation, poverty, inequality...
Going it alone cannot be sustained. Joining hands to work on a common future
of real or human values is the only way to survive.
Majai'vi or Peace be to all and to Nature.

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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PRISONERS OF MADNESS
Jailed and suffering needlessly
We are all prisoners of Madness.
The jail we have been put in is called World of Violence.
The reason we have been jailed for is the way we have been treating people and
Nature for the sake of power and riches.
We did not realize we were in prison, until we were hit by a virus that made us think
and see clearly we were being given poison.
Poison in the form of polluted air, water, food and beliefs.
The only antidote to be freed is to cleanse the Mind and use Heart or genuine
humanity as our guide to the World of Sanity and Peace.

Antidote against Madness
The coronavirus had made us think and reflect more on our lives, our world, our
way of thinking and our way of living.
It has made us (more) aware of the real values in life: peace, love and friendship.
It has made us see we have been misled into believing we had freedom.
Freedom it has never been because the entire world had been abusing the right
to freedom of other people and of Nature!
This world has shown to be a world of increasing confusion, fake, deceit and
violence. Overwhelmingly the result of being guided by BABEL (Biggest Aberration
and Biggest Lie in history: treating Nature as a mere commodity you can exploit
and abuse as you want and, secondly, some considering themselves superior to
others and to Nature and having the right to exploit and abuse others and
Nature).
The only way to be set free is to embrace Peace as the respect of universal
human values across all BABEL-inspired borders and walls.
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BABEL has created a world spending trillions on weapons and other means of
destruction, while largely ignoring the real needs of people and of Nature.
Time to leave BABEL behind by cleansing the "collective mindset" and ending the
madness or self-destructive behaviour (a very serious mental illness indeed).
Let's all make our voices heard and demand those that run our world of Madness
to come to their senses and stop all wars and clean up and prevent the damage
done to people and to Nature.
Let's all be part of Pax 21 or Global Wave of Healing Peace - www.pax21.net.
Majai'vi to all and our best wishes for a speedy recovery!

Ricky, Sara, Peter, Emma and the entire ANP Team
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.pax21.net
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LETTER FROM ALL CHILDREN
TO ALL LEADERS WORLD-WIDE
Hello,
We have asked our adult friends, Peter, Emma, Gabriel, Sara, Manu, Paola, Ricky,
David, Robin and many others, some of whom we call Mum or Dad, to help us.
They told us they would do anything they could to get us out of poverty, misery,
conflicts and wars. They promised to create a world that is good and just for us, for
all children and for all adults too.
We met in different places all around the world. They met us in real life and on the
internet. We met in shanty towns, at school, in hospital, among buildings hit by war
and in many other places.
We felt so good they listened to us. They listened to what we feel and how we
suffer from violence and abuse. From not being able to go to school, from not
having enough food, from not being able to see a doctor or buy a medicine.
They listened to us about our dreams. About what we want to be in life: a nurse, a
doctor, a fireman, a lawyer or some other profession. They listened to us and we
could see they suffered with us and shared our dreams as if they were dreaming
the same as we do.
They listened and we laughed and we shed some tears too. Yes, we did. We were
so open with them. They were touched by our stories and by the stories we told
them about our parents, our friends and village. Stories about conflicts, abuse,
torture, murder and having to flee to escape death or misery.
They were touched and they decided to do all they could to help us. They did not
have the money to help us all, but some of us could go to school or buy some
extra food or go and see a doctor.
They told us they would set up a campaign to make those that have the money
and the power to help us and all children of the world, feel the pain and suffering
that they saw here meeting us and listening to us.
They would make world-leaders feel ashamed that so little is done to make sure
we can go to school and study to become a doctor, a nurse, a fireman or
someone else.
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Why spend billions on weapons of destruction?
They would make world-leaders feel ashamed that billions are spent on weapons
and on war. Wars that have made life for us difficult and dangerous.
They would make world-leaders see that they are not really fit - or not yet - to lead
because they cannot feel our pain and suffering. Because they continue to make
war, to buy and sell weapons and to quarrel among them and to not agree on
helping us.
They would make world-leaders feel that they need to change or leave the scene.
We and all children of the world, as well as all adults, need leaders that treat us
with respect as if we were their own son or daughter.
We know it is not an easy job trying to convince world-leaders and other people to
let go of weapons and of struggles or wars to gain power and riches. We know but
we feel our friends will do their utmost to get us out of this world of poverty,
violence, abuse, selfishness, greed and confusion and to bring Peace to us and to
all children, women and men.
We would like all world-leaders and all people having the money and power to
help us. We cannot understand they still do not do so.
We would like all leaders and other people to come and live with us here for a few
days so they can see how we live. So they can listen to us too and hear about our
dreams, fears and worries. So their hearts are touched by our stories. So they feel
sad and ashamed and decide once and for all to solve poverty, abuse and
violence.
Please change and help us!

Lea and Oscar
On behalf of all children of the World
www.calormundi.net
__
Letter based on real life meetings and experiences. Names of children changed.
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STOP THE MADNESS
OF WANTING TO DESTROY IT ALL!
My goodness, what are we doing? What the hell were they doing? For heaven's
sake, stop it!
Gain-of-function experiments to make viruses more deadly than they naturally are,
at the risk of some viruses escaping from the labs....
Upsetting Nature's chemical balance to produce herbicides, pesticides and food
additives that allow the "upsetters" to make huge profits, but at the same time
overload our air, water, soil, and food with unnatural chemicals and chemical
compounds that affect Nature's health and thus the health of everyone around
the world...
Spending trillions and trillions on massively destructive weapons (increasingly lethal
and self-perpetuating) and fueling an entire war economy that kills or maims
millions of innocent children, women and men...
Spending billions and billions on Internet platforms to collect as much data as
possible about what we do, buy, say and even think, treating us as if we were
mere commodities to be exploited, manipulated and abused as you please - just
to generate ever more money or bitcoins...
In short, spending billions on destruction and too little on addressing what should
be addressed to make this world green, healthy and sustainable. For every child,
woman and man in all countries and nations and regardless of their skin color,
social status, gender, religion or other divisions that often cause unnecessary
conflicts, wars and atrocities.

Stop hell, make paradise!
At the beginning of this letter we used expressions referring to hell and to God. Just
figuratively and only to refer to the archetypal concept of right or wrong, bad or
good.
What is becoming increasingly clear today is the fact that no one seems to have
an acceptable definition of right or wrong or of justice and injustice.
The rule seems to be that when there are no rules, you can just do whatever you
want, even if by doing so you harm other people and Nature as well as yourself.
This kind of war mentality or the concept of "survival of the fittest" has its roots in
what we have called BABEL. Indeed, the Greatest Aberration ever and the
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Greatest Lie ever have dominated the entire history of the Human Race. The
disconnection of Nature from the Summum Bonum or Superior or Higher
Intelligence or the Divine and considering some as superior to other humans and
to Nature have led to the world of confusion, fake, deceit, hypocrisy and violence
we all find ourselves in today. A world that almost no one can call the world we all
want. It has simply become too violent, too unhealthy, too selfish and too
destructive. In short, utterly insane! Self-destructive behavior is a mental disorder,
isn't it?

Beacon or guide
Anyone right in mind, heart and soul or duty can sense that this cannot continue.
We are all already suffering and if we don't change the warring or destructive
mindset, it will only make things worse. Our freedom will become even more
shackled than it has already and always been by BABEL and its application.
If we want to get out of today's life-threatening world, BABEL or the Greatest
Aberration and Greatest Lie must be exposed in all sectors or divisions of human
activities and with regard to all products, services, laws, rules, beliefs, theories,
political and economic systems.... This world needs a Global Clean-up Operation
and an immediate ceasefire in all wars and conflicts.
This world needs to be called the Old World of Violence and replaced with the
New World of Peace and Justice.

Natura Pax or Nature’s New World Pact
The war mentality must be replaced by the peace mentality. Peace as a
common project of all of Humanity to cease to be destructive and make the
world a world of Peace and Justice and other human values as defined in Natura
Pax or the New World Pact between Nature and Humanity and between all
members of Humanity.
Natura Pax was born in the hearts of people who had almost been killed or badly
injured or hurt by people with a war mentality. They decided "enough is enough"
and after several years of analysis of the current world and its problems, they
launched Danellandia or World land of Peace and Natura Pax or New World Pact.

Global Wave of Healing Peace
On 12.12 they officially launched Pax 21 or the Global Wave of Healing Peace to
send a strong signal to world leaders asking them to take the Natura Pax Vow and
accept Peace as the respect of universal human values.
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Sharing universal human values worldwide and across all borders and other BABELinduced divisions will ultimately ensure that the Old World is replaced by the New
World of Peace and Justice. For all people and for Nature.
From 12.12 to 25.12 they want the world to host the Natura Pax Peace Festival,
dedicated to Peace and its many aspects and showing what greatness all
children, women and men are capable of when they work towards a common
goal: ending wars and violence and building a green, safe, healthy and
sustainable future for all. [note; the coronavirus restriction made it impossible to
organize the Festival - maybe in 2022?).
BABEL principles are to be replaced by "we all win, if no one loses and if we treat
all people and Natura Mater with due respect."
We hope you all want to be part of Pax 21 or Global Wave of Peace. Please visit
www.pax21.net to find out how you can participate.
Thank you very much and majai'vi (Peace be to all and to Nature)!
NATURA PAX - NEW WORLD PACT
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.pax21net.
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CHANGE AND PEACE
THE ONLY OPTION AND WAY-OUT
Suffering too much and needlessly!
We are all suffering too much and seemingly ever more, wherever we live or
whatever social status or whatever the riches we have or do not have.
In essence, the entire world is suffering as the latest UN General Assembly and
COP26 have once again made clear. Alarmingly clear. Even moving many to
tears and filling us all with despair and fear. But also with anger, frustration and
disgust. The main conclusion: it cannot go on like this. We need change. We
should have taken drastic life-saving measures ages ago, but we were blinded by
the “glitter of gold” and made deaf by the “sound of money”.
In essence, we need this world or rather our leaders to change their mindset and
to start behaving more maturely. We need them to think and act as one or as part
of one Humanity.
They should stop competing or fighting each other "till death do us part".
Competing and fighting to gain more prestige, power and riches - often at any
cost, very huge cost indeed.
They should stop the "divide and rule" mentality based on BABEL - primeval and
primitive. Not worthy of true civilization.

Aberration and lie or BABEL
BABEL has dominated the entire history of "civilization" or what has been supposed
to be civilization or accepted as such, but which too often was just a shadow of
true civilization.
BABEL comprises the Biggest Aberration ever consisting of "dissociating Nature
from the Divine or Higher Intelligence and treating her as a mere commodity" and
the Biggest Lie ever based on the principle that "some are superior to others and
to Nature".
BABEL originating at the start of "civilization" in the minds of some stray humans,
has indeed impacted our entire history and has in many aspects been ruining the
lives of all members of that "civilization" or "shadow civilization".
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Normal has never been normal
BABEL has led to violence being accepted as normal and even justified. A whole
encyclopedia or library has been created full of laws and rules, beliefs and
theories based on this historical aberration and lie. What an enormous amount of
time, energy, human resources and money has been spent to create this
encyclopedia or library of "the history that should never have been”, if BABEL had
not come to the mind of some feeling superior to others and to Nature.
BABEL has led to mountain-high damage to people and to Nature. World-wide
and now nearing the point of "till death do us part". But the need to stop causing
damage and preventing any further damage is sinking in.

Trillions spent on destruction
BABEL has led to incalculable losses in resources, financial and others. It has
meant trillions and trillions being spent on destroying innocent children, women
and men, entire peoples, other countries, races, religions, political and economic
systems and other groups. On destroying our own and unique habitat, Earth. Up to
the point where some are building bunkers now to hide underground in case
doomsday does strike. Or spending billions to go into Space looking for a livable
twin planet of Earth...

Competing at any cost
BABEL has made competing against each other a way of life. Destroying Nature
and people goes on and on. Making so many innocent children, men and
women die because of conflicts and wars between different countries and
people. Between groups of people belonging to a different nation, race, political
or economic system, religion or whatever other type of divisions. Divisions generally
created and/or used to separate people between different degrees of superiority
and inferiority – presumed or assumed. Created and/or used to justify violence
and even killing.

Preventing history from repeating itself
Competing, destroying Nature and people goes on and on. History repeats itself
again and again.
Is there really no way to end this madness based on BABEL? Is there no way to
change the mindset of most of our leaders still today and of a great many other
people as well? Cannot they be made to see or rather sense this kind of inherently
toxic or destructive mindset and mentality is taking us all to the "point of ending
human history"? Cannot this primeval Aberration and Lie or BABEL be stopped and
rectified or righted?
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Do we all just need to sit and wait for even worse disasters, diseases and suffering
to hit us all, wherever on planet Earth. Affecting everyone of whatever country,
nation, race... also all leaders and even those bunkering up or going into Space?
Will we need to spend more and more just to survive?

It cannot go on and on
We are sorry to say, but we could not accept this to continue any longer. We are
suffering too much when seeing little children crying from pain because they
have no food, when seeing young children being killed or maimed in needless
wars, when hearing young talented boys and girls talk about their dreams of
becoming a doctor, a nurse or fireman and not being given the opportunity or
means to make their dreams come true because they are poor, live in a country
torn by war, do not have a school to go to.
We have been analyzing "civilization", human history, laws and rules, factors and
actors, beliefs and theories having led to the kind of world we all live in now. We
have crossed all borders and walls that are supposed to divide us.
Indeed, we are from many different countries and nations, some of us not even
having a country. We belong to different races, we are black or white or a color-inbetween, we speak different languages, we were born in different political and
social systems, some of us were quite poor, others quite well-off, we belong to
different religions, some of us do not have a religion at all... In short, we seem to
be so different that we are supposed not to be able to get along well. We did
though and we still do and ever more so. We are driven by the desire to boost
Peace and make BABEL a thing of the past.

There is a way out!
We are friends for life. It was not like that at the start though. When we first met - in
real life and on the internet - there was quite a bit of distrust and we did not say or
tell each other much in case it might be misinterpreted or not understood
correctly. Some of us had been made to believe or were supposed to not like
each other or even to be enemies, because we live in countries that are fighting
each other. Some of us belong to different religions or to different factions of a
religion that are fighting each other...
Yet, it all evolved quite rapidly into a kind of friendship that crosses all borders and
walls and that bridges differences many leaders in politics, business, religions and
other sectors often consider to be unbridgeable or insurmountable.

Sharing WiSOP or bond of Peace
We became friends because we felt a bond that connects us all. A bond we and
all humans share when we are babies. Indeed all babies are able to
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communicate without words, but through different channels and by different
means. We call it WiSOP or the language of Peace or our original mother tongue
that is not linked to any country, nation, race, gender, political, economic,
religious or other group or division.
We became friends because, once conversations started to become fluent, we
felt we spoke WiSOP quite well and so were able to communicate well despite our
different backgrounds.
During many years, we exchanged ideas and thoughts about our personal life
and relationships, our dreams, our hopes for the future. Ideas and thoughts about
Life, Nature, Peace, Love, politics, economic issues, religion, trade and
commerce, violence, crime, abuse and innumerable other issues. We found
common ground and discussions were very open and honest. Often eye-opening
and enriching.

It could have been different
To keep it short, our main conclusion was that this world is not as it could have
been. Instead of being the world of violence it is now, it could have been a world
of Peace or – why not - Paradise, if it had been based not on BABEL as we define
it, but instead on Peace or genuine humanity or universal human values that we
all share, but that the BABEL mindset has been neglecting ever since it originated.
The result of upholding BABEL has been disastrous. We all know and we all sense it
simply cannot go on like this. For no one, unless you want to keep BABEL and
neglect the common goal we all need to have: working together in the interest of
all people across all divisions based mainly on BABEL.
"Divide and rule" needs to be replaced by "we all win when nobody loses" and "all
people and Nature deserve to be respected always and wherever".

Universal Human Values
We selected 25 human values and called them the Natura Pax Universal Human
Values. We decided to launch a campaign for Peace and Justice to promote
these values across the globe. Natura Pax refers to the aim of our campaign:
creating a world of Peace (Pax in Latin) for all people across all borders and walls
and between Humanity and Natura Mater or Nature as the Mother of it all.

Appeal to all leaders wherever
We request all leaders world-wide to visit Danellandia or the World land of Peace
and let themselves be inspired by what they read about our hopes for a better
world and by what they read about why the world we now all live in is not good or
just at all and what can be done about it to make it good and just for all.
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We request all leaders world-wide to stop, take a deep breath and go back in
time To mentally relive their early childhood and think about what made them
happy. To mentally relive the most memorable moments they shared with their
mother and father, with their brothers or sisters, their friends, their school mates,
their local communities. To think about who they are now and how they became
the person they are and why. To think about whether they are genuinely happy
and about what makes them feel frustrated, angry and fearful. To think about
what actors, factors, beliefs, prejudices and theories made them into the person
they now are now. To think about why changing seems so difficult or impossible.

Natura Pax Universal Human Values
We request all leaders to read about the Natura Pax Convention on Peace as the
respect of universal human values and to think about how these values have
been applied in their own life, family, community, political party, nation or country.
And to think about how these values could be strengthened across all borders,
walls and other divisions. About how Peace could be the norm of all that the world
does, ending the “divide and rule” principle.
We request all leaders to take the Natura Pax Vow accepting Peace as the
respect of universal human values and pledging to take the Natura Pax
Convention as their beacon or guide to build the New World of Peace and Justice
together with all other leaders world-wide. A World of Peace and Justice for all and
for Nature. All finally breaking the shackles imposed on us all by BABEL.
Thank you and majai’vi or Peace and Love be to all and to Nature!
NATURA PAX – NEW WORLD PACT
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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Summarizing what can be done
Katharsis
The world today is built on BABEL or the Biggest Aberration (dissociating Nature
from the Supreme or Higher Intelligence) and Biggest Lie (some are superior to
others and to Nature).
It has made the Mind now running the world consider violence as being part of
the “survival of the fittest”.
It has made the Mind uphold principles like “divide and rule” and accept
“competing until death do us part” as normal.
Time for katharsis or to cleanse the Mind of these corrupting principles. Time to
boost Heart, Peace or pure humanity.

Y hai majai ni!
Indeed, no-one has the right to take life.
No-one has the right to damage people or Nature.
Everyone must respect Life or Nature and Nature’s Law of all laws or Lex Mater or
Law of Peace or Life.
True leaders are leaders feeling majai or feeling Nature’s heart beating in their
hearts and looking behind all divisive borders and walls keeping all people from
being truly human or mpta.

Right or wrong
The concept of right or wrong is often interpreted, misunderstood or twisted to suit
one’s individual materialistic needs.
The world is a mess of confusion and divisions deriving from a primeval and
historical aberration and lie:
“dissociating Natura Mater from the Summum Bonum or Supreme Good or
Superior Intelligence or the Divine”,
“considering some to be superior to others and to Nature”.
Every human carries a Code of Life or DNA+ or Peace and Love as the beacon to
keep on the right path.
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Out of touch with Life
So-called primitive cultures revered Nature as part of the Divine.
So-called advanced cultures dissociated Nature from the Divine and yet pray to
the Divine for help and protection.
Most often they pray for personal favors and even favors that damage Nature and
fellow human beings.
What is primitive and what is advanced?
It is crystal clear Life is Nature and Life is all and thus Divine.
Time to sense Life and respect Nature and all as part of the Divine.

Regaining Paradise
Leaving BABEL and using CIQ-intelligence.
Correcting the Biggest Aberration.
Ending the Biggest Lie.
Upholding the Truth of Life.
Embracing Peace and being truly human.
Casting off all shackles and divisions.
Liberating yourself and the entire world.
Respecting Nature as the Mother of all.

Faith in Cor Mater
Faith is being majai or CIQ.
Having true faith is being majai and feeling Cor Mater or Heart or MPTA or Nature
or Supreme or Higher or Divine beating in your own heart and acting accordingly.
Having true faith is being Peace or Goodness and doing all you can to bring it out
and make others feel Cor Mater too so they give up BABEL or Biggest Aberration
and Biggest Lie keeping all humans divided and shackled ever since BABEL came
into the mind of a stray human that thought to be superior to others and even to
Nature.
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NATURA MATER’S SOS OR URGENT APPEAL
TO UNITED NATIONS AND ALL LEADERS
Reconnect, unite in Peace and build the New World, the world that
respects all and Nature across all borders based on reasons
incompatible with Peace or MPTA. Be united to save our planet
Earth!

This world of madness, fake and confusion needs to be
cleaned up or summonized - adapted to Lex Mater.

Letter to the United Nations
Letter to all leaders in all countries
Dear Mr Guterres,
Dear Leader,
We have been wanting to write this letter to you for quite some time but hesitated.
It is a letter that is based on inspirations that we have been having ever since the
early 2000s (and even before). We are a group of friends that met in real life and
on the internet. We live in different countries and belong to different races, political
and economic systems and religions or have no religions at all.
Why did we meet and get along so well? There are several reasons. One of them
is the fact that we share similar experiences and have a deep faith in goodness in
people. Faith we do not consider to be the same as religion. Indeed, some of us
do not really belong to any religion.
Faith we all share and we share it with everybody around the world. The
experiences we had and the inspirations we have been having clearly show that
we are all connected by what we have come to call WiSOP. It can also be
defined as the language of Peace.
Peace too is part of MPTA or what is also called Higher Intelligence or Divinity or so
many other names. MPTA is both visible and invisible. Nature or Natura Mater is the
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most visible part. We consider the dissociation of Nature from the Higher
Intelligence to have been one of the major mistakes in the history of Humanity. It
has had dramatic consequences as it has made many leaders and other people
treat Natura Mater as a mere commodity you can use and abuse. What a
mistake! What an aberation! What dramatic consequences it has had!

Nature is our main partner
Even many people that pray to God in whatever religion do not respect Nature
very much or blatantly abuse her. We have come to a point in history where the
entire world is being affected by the coronavirus. It should be seen as an
awakener to make us think about the way of life and about how we treat each
other and Nature.
When you have had these experiences that we have been having for many years,
you see the world differently. It as though you see it through the eyes of Peace. It
sheds a wholly different light on how we live and on how we damage both so
many people and Nature. Very often deliberately and in a brutal or violent
manner.
The inspirations we have been noting down, have often been quite profound and
express disgust about the world Humanity has created. It could have been totally
different if the foundations on which it has been built and organized, had not
been so out of tune with Peace or what it and MPTA stand for.
Those who do not believe in a Higher Intelligence should not directly conclude
that this is imagination. It is not. We all carry inside us a higher human intelligence,
which we define also as cosmic intelligence. It makes us all part of Natura Mater
or MPTA. Without it, any man or woman would not be able to sense what life is (or
live fully consciously).

WiSOP or language of Peace
The language of Peace or WiSOP is a communication system that we share from
the moment we are conceived. Indeed, it allows us to communicate without
words from the moment we are carried in the warm womb of our mother.
We are not linked to any specific religion. We share faith. In fact, theologians we
contacted, concluded that our experiences have taken us back in time to when
no religion had originated.
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We met each other as strangers, but we soon felt a connection. The connection
through WiSOP that we all share. We believe in Peace. We have a strong faith in
Peace and believe in a Higher Intelligence or MPTA.
The present world has become unlivable for many people. Not only poor people,
but also richer people. The present world and many of its leaders in whatever
country or nation, of whatever religion or no religion, of whatever political or
economic constellation, have become too disconnected. The laws and rules and
beliefs they adhere to are often not in tune with what Peace or MPTA stand for.
They have not used the higher human intelligence or CIQ as we call it to connect
to Peace and to be inspired by it. Being inspired to share Peace and all that
Natura Mater | MPTA represents. To share it in a honest way with all people around
the world.

Joining forces to rehumanize our world
The present world has been constructed on divisions and competition that have
often been deadly or very damaging to people and to Natura Mater. Throughout
history, decisions have been taken that were in fact contrary to the Law of Peace.
Indeed there is a Law common to all people across any border. It requires CIQ to
be understood and accepted.
The Law of Peace or the Law of MPTA or the Lex Mater has so often been violated.
People and groups of people have imposed laws and rules and beliefs that have
benefitted themselves or their limited group at the expense of so many others
and/or of Natura Mater.
Out of greed, lust for power, lust for riches or because of mental disturbances,
some have imposed laws and rules and beliefs that have led to thousands and
even millions of deaths and to poverty, inequality, exploitation and other types of
violence.

Change is needed now
The lack of connectedness with MPTA or Peace has reached a level now that
cannot be sustained without endangering the entire world and Earth. Change is
urgent and should have been made already for many decades. Change that
has to be made across all borders of countries, nations, political or economic
systems and religions. Change that requires the cooperation of everybody around
the world.
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The inspirations that we have been noting down refer to Peace as the respect for
basic human values. Values that have to be strengthened in the interest of the
summum bonum or supreme and common good. Good for people across the
world and good for Nature.
No single country, political or economic system or religion is superior to others. We
have reached a turning point in history: it is either continuing the destruction of our
planet or joining forces to repair the damage done to people and Nature and to
build a world for all, the world of Peace.

Nature our main partner and more
We will now publish one of the messages we noted down some time ago.
Originally in Italian (one of the different languages the messages are in). It
summarizes the many messages we have noted down ever since the early 2000s
and even before. Please try to use your higher human intelligence or CIQ to
connect with MPTA and to sense the full meaning and scope of the message.
May it inspire you to act and join forces and unite in Peace!

Message from Natura Mater
or Nature|MPTA to all humans
Based on inspirations noted down, originally in Italian,
by Ambassadors of Nature and Peace

Summary: Natura Mater | MPTA “requests”
• to make an end to the madness (primitiveness) that hurts, maims and kills
thousands/millions of people
• to stop the legalized illegalities or illegal laws and rules that benefit some to the
detriment of others
• to stop considering manipulation, domination, abuse and other types of
violence as normal
• to stop the deliberate pollution of Nature, air, water, soil, food and soul (indeed)
• to act as one Humanity respecting the Law of all laws
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• to start boosting Peace as the respect for the Law of all laws or Lex Mater
• to stop considering oneself to be superior on the basis of legalized illegalities
because they are violating the Lex Mater
• to treat everybody everywhere as part of the same and only Humanity all living
on the same planet Earth and being part of the same Nature or Natura Mater
• all leaders/misleaders to sanitize or summonize their opinions and ideas against
the light of the Lex Mater.
• all leaders/misleaders to cooperate locally, regionally, nationally and
internationally on the basis of the Lex Mater and lay the foundation to build the
New World and reach a higher level of civilization
• to start using the higher human intelligence or CIQ as being the human
equivalent of the Higher Divine Intelligence or MPTA
• to strengthen the knowledge of the common language of Peace or WiSOP
• to start building a society world-wide that excludes nobody nowhere
• to start being a new human that respects the Lex Mater
• to start being the mpta that you all are — the human equivalent of the Higher
Divine Intelligence or MPTA
• to try and understand what Life is: growing up to be mpta on the way to MPTA
• to speak and master the original language of Peace common to all
• to stop jeopardizing the entire planet Earth and all its inhabitants
• to stop considering yourself to be superior and having the right to decide on
the life of others
• to review all rules and laws imposed on political, economic and religious
grounds against the light of Lex Mater
• to put an end to the madness reflecting how primitive the present world and
civilization still are
• to start building a world of a higher level of civilization in tune with MPTA and Lex
Mater and in harmony with Natura Mater
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• to understand normal was not normal at all
• to make the changes needed and abolish all elements, practices, rules, laws
and processes damaging people and Nature.
****
We, the Ambassadors of Nature and Peace, were humbled when we started to
have the experiences and to note down the many inspirations. We felt we were
given a mission: promoting peace as the respect of human values. Human
values to be shared across all borders so as to finally build a world for all people
and not just for a few.
At first, we felt quite overwhelmed by these inspirations, but as the years went by
and especially since the coronacrisis, we sense the full meaning of them.
We therefore ask you, the leaders of all countries to join forces within the
framework of the United Nations or of another global organization to be set up.
Join forces and jointly and globally attend to the requests we noted down.
We hope all of you will one day feel the same as we felt when writing down the
inspirations: a feeling of connectedness and being absorbed by something
indescribable. Something you can only partially grasp when speakin WiSOP quite
well.
We beg you to make change happen. It is in the interest of the entire world and
so of you yourself, your family, your community and courntry as well.
Many thanks and best wishes.

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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WHAT A TERRIBLE MISTAKE!
There is still hope we may correct it and save us all
No real agreement on Climate Change! When we all feel that we need drastic
global measures to be taken now to avoid disasters getting worse. Disasters hitting
the entire world.
Why has no agreement of sufficient substance been reached? Because mainly
leaders are still driven by the primeval drive to "divide and rule".

Aberration - Lie - Truth
This mindset is based on the Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie made at the start
of Civilization and still leading us towards total destruction... It has turned Nature
into a mere commodity you can exploit and abuse. It has made some people
consider themselves to be superior on grounds of material riches, power, beliefs,
theories...
The Truth of Life: "all humans are equal and part of one Humanity and one Nature.
They all deserve to be treated with due respect, as does Nature as the Mother of
all".
The domination of BABEL (Biggest Aberration - Biggest Lie) and the blindness to the
Truth has led us to the life-threatening predicament we are all in today. How on
Earth can anyone right in mind, heart and soul still want to carry on "business as
usual"?
But there's still hope if we can help leaders to access their CIQ or higher
intelligence so they (re)discover and ignite their "love generator" or the tool to save
us all (as defined in WiSOP or language of Peace).
Let's join hands and hearts and create a Global Wave of Peace to make all
leaders sense our power and make them see and feel change will rescue them
too. More on www.pax21.net.
Many thanks and majai’vi to all of you!

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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SCHRECKLICHER FEHLER!
Noch Hoffnung, dass wir alle gerettet werden!
Kein wirkliches Abkommen über den Klimawandel! Wenn wir alle spüren, dass wir
jetzt drastische globale Maßnahmen ergreifen müssen, um zu verhindern, dass
die Katastrophen noch schlimmer werden.
Warum wurde keine Einigung mit ausreichender Substanz erzielt? Weil die
führenden Politiker immer noch von dem urzeitlichen Drang zum "Teilen und
Herrschen" getrieben werden. Diese Denkweise basiert auf dem größten Irrtum
und der größten Lüge, die zu Beginn der Zivilisation gemacht wurden und uns
immer noch in die totale Zerstörung führen... Sie hat die Natur zu einer bloßen
Ware gemacht, die man ausbeuten und missbrauchen kann. Sie hat einige
Menschen dazu gebracht, sich aufgrund von materiellem Reichtum, Macht,
Glauben, Theorien usw. für überlegen zu halten.
Die Wahrheit des Lebens: "Alle Menschen sind gleich und Teil der einen
Menschheit und der einen Natur. Sie alle verdienen es, mit gebührendem Respekt
behandelt zu werden, ebenso wie die Natur als Mutter aller".
Die Herrschaft von BABEL (Biggest Aberration - Biggest Lie) und die Blindheit
gegenüber der Wahrheit hat uns in die lebensbedrohliche Lage gebracht, in der
wir uns heute befinden. Wie um alles in der Welt kann jemand, der bei klarem
Verstand, Herz und Seele ist, immer noch "business as usual" machen wollen?
Aber es gibt noch Hoffnung, wenn wir den führenden Personen helfen können,
Zugang zu ihrem CIQ oder ihrer höheren Intelligenz zu finden, damit sie ihren
"Liebesgenerator" oder das Werkzeug, das uns alle retten kann (wie in WiSOP oder
der Sprache des Friedens definiert), (wieder) entdecken und zünden können.
Lasst uns die Hände und Herzen vereinen und alle Führer unsere Macht spüren
lassen und sie sehen und fühlen lassen, dass der Wandel auch sie retten wird.
Lasst uns die Welle des Friedens oder PAX 21 erzeugen, um sie zu überzeugen,
sich zu ändern und ihnen zu helfen, das CIQ-Werkzeug der Liebe oder des
Friedens zu finden.
Botschafter der Natur und des Friedens
www.naturapax.net
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VERSCHRIKKELIJKE VERGISSING!
Maar er is nog hoop dat we allen gered worden
Geen echte overeenstemming over Klimaatverandering! Terwijl we allemaal
voelen dat er nu drastische mondiale maatregelen moeten worden genomen
om te voorkomen dat de rampen erger worden. Rampen die de hele wereld
treffen.
Waarom is er geen voldoende overeenstemming bereikt? Voornamelijk omdat
leiders nog steeds gedreven worden door de oerdrift van "verdeel en heers".
Deze mentaliteit is gebaseerd op de Grootste Dwaling en Grootste Leugen die
aan het begin van de Beschaving is gemaakt en die ons nog steeds naar totale
vernietiging leidt... Het heeft van de Natuur louter handelswaar gemaakt die je
kunt uitbuiten en misbruiken. Het heeft ervoor gezorgd dat sommigen zichzelf als
superieur beschouwen op grond van materiële rijkdom, macht, overtuiging...
De Waarheid van het Leven: "alle mensen zijn gelijk en maken deel uit van één
Mensheid en één Natuur. Zij verdienen allen met respect te worden behandeld,
evenals de Natuur als Moeder van allen".
De overheersing van BABEL (Grootste Dwaling - Grootste Leugen) en de blindheid
voor de Waarheid hebben ons geleid tot de levensbedreigende situatie waarin
we ons vandaag allemaal bevinden. Hoe kan in hemelsnaam iemand die juist is
in geest, hart en ziel nog steeds "business as usual" willen voortzetten?
Maar er is nog hoop als we leiders kunnen helpen om hun CIQ of hogere
intelligentie gebruiken, zodat ze hun "liefdesgenerator" (in WiSOP of taal van Vrede)
kunnen (her)ontdekken en aanzetten. En we allen gered kunnen worden.
Laten we onze handen en harten met elkaar verbinden en alle leiders onze kracht
doen voelen om hen laten zien en voelen dat verandering ook hen zal redden.
Laten we de Vredesgolf of PAX 21 genereren om hen te overtuigen om te
veranderen en hen helpen om ook die kracht van Liefde of Vrede te voelen.
Ambassadeurs van Natuur en Vrede
www.naturapax.net
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¡QUE TERRIBLE ERROR!
Sin embargo, queda la esperanza de salvación
¡No hay un acuerdo real sobre el Cambio Climático! Cuando todos sentimos que
necesitamos que se tomen medidas drásticas a nivel mundial ahora para evitar
que los desastres empeoren. Desastres que afectan a todo el mundo.
¿Por qué no se ha llegado a un acuerdo con suficiente contenido? Porque la
mayoría de los líderes siguen dejándose llevar por el impulso primitivo de "divide y
vencerás". Esta mentalidad se basa en la Mayor Aberración y la Mayor Mentira
que se cometieron al inicio de la Civilización y que nos siguen llevando a la
destrucción total... Han convertido a la Naturaleza en una mera mercancía que
se puede explotar y abusar. Ha hecho que algunos se consideren superiores en
base a riquezas materiales, poder, creencias, teorías...
La Verdad de la Vida: "todos los humanos son iguales y forman parte de una sola
Humanidad y una sola Naturaleza. Todos merecen ser tratados con el debido
respeto, al igual que la Naturaleza como Madre de todos".
La dominación de BABEL (Biggest Aberration - Biggest Lie) y la ceguera a la
Verdad nos han llevado al aprieto en el que todos estamos hoy. ¿Cómo alguien
con la mente, el corazón y el alma correctos quiera seguir "como siempre"?
Pero aún hay esperanza si podemos ayudar a los líderes a acceder a su CIQ o
inteligencia superior para que (re)descubran y enciendan su "generador de
amor" o la herramienta para salvarnos a todos (como se define en el WiSOP o
lenguaje de Paz).
Unamos las manos y los corazones y hagamos que todos los líderes sientan
nuestro poder y que vean y sientan que el cambio los rescatará a ellos también.
Generemos la Ola de Paz o PAX 21 para convencerlos de que cambien y
ayudarlos a encontrar la herramienta CIQ del Amor o la Paz.
¡Majai'vi a todos!
Embajadores de la Naturaleza y la Paz
www.naturapax.net
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QUE ERRO TERRÍVEL!
No entanto, ainda há esperança de salvação!
Nenhum acordo real sobre a mudança climática! Quando todos sentimos que
precisamos de medidas globais drásticas a serem tomadas agora para evitar
que os desastres se agravem. Catástrofes que atingem o mundo inteiro.
Por que não se chegou a um acordo de substância suficiente? Porque
principalmente os líderes ainda são movidos pelo impulso primitivo de "dividir
para reinar". Esta mentalidade é baseada na Maior Aberração e Maior Mentira
feitas no início da Civilização e ainda nos conduzem à destruição total... Fizeram
da Natureza uma mera mercadoria que você pode explorar e abusar. Fez com
que algumas pessoas se considerassem superiores com base em riquezas
materiais, poder, crenças, teorias...
A Verdade da Vida: "todos os humanos são iguais e fazem parte de uma
Humanidade e de uma Natureza. Todos eles merecem ser tratados com o
devido respeito, assim como a Natureza como a Mãe de todos".
O domínio da BABEL (Maior Aberração - Maior Mentira) e a cegueira à Verdade
nos levaram à situação de risco de vida em que todos nós nos encontramos
hoje. Como pode alguém, de mente, coração e alma justos ainda querer
continuar com os "negócios como sempre"?
Mas ainda há esperança se pudermos ajudar os líderes a acessar seu CIQ ou
inteligência superior para que (re)descubram e acendam seu "gerador de amor"
ou a ferramenta para nos salvar a todos (como definido no WiSOP ou linguagem
de Paz).
Vamos unir as mãos e os corações e fazer com que todos os líderes sintam
nosso poder e os façam ver e sentir que a mudança os salvará também. Vamos
gerar a Onda de Paz ou PAX 21 para convencê-los a mudar e ajudá-los a
encontrar a ferramenta CIQ do Amor ou da Paz.

Majai'vi!
Embaixadores da Natureza e de Paz
www.naturapax.net
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QUELLE TERRIBLE ERREUR !
Pourtant, il reste l’espoir de nous sauver!
Pas de véritable accord sur le changement climatique! Alors que nous sentons
tous que des mesures globales drastiques doivent être prises maintenant pour
éviter que les désastres n'empirent. Des désastres qui frappent le monde entier.
Pourquoi aucun accord suffisamment substantiel n'a-t-il été conclu? Simplement,
parce que les dirigeants sont toujours animés par la volonté primitive de "diviser
pour régner". Cet état d'esprit est basé sur la plus grande aberration et le plus
grand mensonge commis au début de la Civilisation et qui nous conduit toujours
vers une destruction totale... Cela a transformé la Nature en une simple
marchandise que vous pouvez exploiter et abuser. Il a amené certaines
personnes à se considérer comme supérieures en raison de leurs richesses
matérielles, de leur pouvoir, de leurs croyances, de leurs théories...
La Vérité de la Vie: "tous les humains sont égaux et font partie d'une seule
Humanité et d'une seule Nature. Ils méritent tous d'être traités avec le respect qui
leur est dû, tout comme la Nature en tant que Mère de tous".
La domination du BABEL (Biggest Aberration - Biggest Lie) et l'aveuglement à la
Vérité nous ont conduits à la situation critique dans laquelle nous nous trouvons
tous aujourd'hui. Comment diable une personne saine d'esprit, de cœur et d'âme
peut-elle encore vouloir poursuivre "les affaires comme d'habitude"?
Mais il y a encore de l'espoir si nous pouvons aider les dirigeants à accéder à leur
CIQ ou intelligence supérieure afin qu'ils (re)découvrent et allument leur
"générateur d'amour" ou l'outil qui nous sauvera tous (comme défini dans le
WiSOP ou langage de Paix).
Joignons nos mains et nos cœurs pour que tous les dirigeants ressentent notre
pouvoir et pour qu'ils voient et sentent que le changement les sauvera eux aussi.
Générons la Vague de Paix ou PAX 21 pour les convaincre de changer et les aider
à trouver l'outil CIQ d'Amour ou de Paix.
Majai’vi!
Ambassadeurs de la Nature et de la Paix
www.naturapax.net
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CHE TERRIBILE ERRORE!
Eppure, c'è ancora speranza di salvarci tutti!
Nessun vero accordo sul Cambiamento Climatico! Quando tutti sentiamo che
abbiamo bisogno di drastiche misure globali da prendere ora per evitare che i
disastri peggiorino. Disastri che colpiscono il mondo intero.
Perché non è stato raggiunto un accordo di sufficiente sostanza? Perché
principalmente i leader sono ancora guidati dalla spinta primordiale di "dividere e
governare". Questa mentalità si basa sulla più grande aberrazione e sulla più
grande bugia fatte all'inizio della Civiltà e ci porta ancora verso la distruzione
totale... Ha trasformato la Natura in una semplice merce da sfruttare e di cui
abusare. Ha fatto sì che alcune persone si considerino superiori in base a
ricchezze materiali, potere, credenze, teorie...
La Verità della Vita: "tutti gli esseri umani sono uguali e fanno parte di una sola
Umanità e di una sola Natura. Tutti meritano di essere trattati con il dovuto rispetto,
così come la Natura come Madre di tutti".
Il dominio di BABEL (Biggest Aberration - Biggest Lie) e la cecità alla Verità ci ha
portato alla situazione di pericolo di vita in cui ci troviamo tutti oggi. Come può
qualcuno giusto nella mente, nel cuore e nell'anima, voler ancora portare avanti
il "business as usual"?
Ma c'è ancora speranza se possiamo aiutare i leader ad accedere al loro CIQ o
intelligenza superiore in modo da (ri)scoprire e accendere il loro "generatore
d'amore" o lo strumento per salvarci tutti (come definito nel WiSOP o linguaggio
della Pace).
Uniamo le mani e i cuori e facciamo in modo che tutti i leader percepiscano il
nostro potere e che vedano e sentano che il cambiamento salverà anche loro.
Generiamo l'Onda della Pace o PAX 21 per convincerli a cambiare e aiutarli a
trovare lo strumento CIQ dell'Amore o della Pace.
Majai'vi!
Ambasciatori della Natura e della Pace
www.naturapax.net
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UTTERLY CLIQ - SIMPLY NOT DONE
Virtualization is taking us in the wrong direction. Manipulating people’s
soul or inner being is utterly CLIQ or a sign of a lower level of cosmic or
superior intelligence.
It is a reflection of BABEL or the Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie still
directing all human activities and thoughts. Time to use our CIQ more
and more, put an end to BABEL and start building the New World of
Peace and Justice for all and for Nature.
Are we all to become virtualized? Is virtualization the ideal tool to make us feel
happy from dawn till dusk and from dusk till dawn?
We are sorry to say, but feel morally obliged to say so: virtualization is taking us in
the wrong direction. And no-one right in mind, heart and soul can allow this to
happen.
Indeed, when seen through the eyes of CIQ people, that is people using their
higher human intelligence and feeling connected to all of Humanity and Natura
Mater or Nature, virtualization is a continuation of the Biggest Aberration or Mistake
and the Biggest Lie in human history. BABEL as the cause of most of the problems
we are facing all now.
The manipulation of people's soul to gain riches or power, is a crime against
Peace or Love or against the Essence of Life. The principle of Justice is breached
"do not do unto others, what you would not want them to do to you".
Manipulating people's soul is utterly despicable and the sign of CLIQ status. CLIQ
meaning having or using a low level of your higher or cosmic human intelligence.
And not being able to feel connected to all of Humanity or to Peace, Love, Heart,
Soul or Goodness in all of us nor to Natura Mater.

Rescue operation
Albert Einstein was one of the truly greatest people that ever lived. He purportedly
said - or someone else expressing thoughts inspired by Peace - said that a FORCE
called Love would be the means to save us all from extinction.
Manipulating our soul is manipulating our very being or essence of our life. We
were not meant to be manipulated, but instead meant to be helped to bring out
the best in all of us: Love or Peace or Goodness. BABEL has made that difficult if
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not impossible. It is more than evident, the manipulation of people and of Natura
Mater for the sake of more material riches and power has come too far.
We have to get out of the hands of CLIQs. We need to let them feel what we think
of it and what we want. We need to convince them that they are destroying
themselves as well and need to throw off the shackles of BABEL as well. It will
provide them and all of us so much more happiness, real happiness and not
faked or virtual happiness.

Stop treating us as a commodity or objects
We all want us to be treated as precious human beings! We want Nature to be
treated as the Mother of us all and deserving due respect.
We do not want to be reduced to being digitalized or algorithmatized or as data
so as to be bombarded by "personalized commercial messages" and be
manipulated to feel inferior if we do not meet the "ideal consumer standards" and
buy always the "latest, the newest, the best, the most exclusive, the thing to
have"....
We do not want a virtual world. To many, it could seem to be a "golden gift" to
make us feel good and happy, while actually being a "poisonous potion" to make
us feel not real, to confuse us, to become disconnected as genuine human
beings. Human beings capable of great things, but shackled by BABEL and its
many applications and misled by it and by those upholding it. Isn't that madness
and showing that the normal has never been normal at all?
Investing in virtuality to be able to manipulate people even more is continuing
BABEL or the Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie in human history. The cause of
most of the problems we are facing now.
The Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie need to be exposed and stopped. Einstein
or, as it is contested, someone else inspired by Peace talked about a "BOMB of
LOVE". It is indeed what we need to make change happen and rescue Earth.
A message in WiSOP or language of Peace once read: "If we want our species to
survive [...] love is the one and only answer.
Perhaps we are not yet ready to make a bomb of love [...] powerful enough to
entirely destroy the hate, selfishness and greed that devastate the planet.
However, each individual carries within them a small but powerful generator of
love whose energy is waiting to be released. When we learn to give and receive
this universal energy, we will have affirmed that love conquers all, is able to
transcend everything and anything, because love is the quintessence of life."
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Rapid change and growing abuse
These last few decades of rapid change in industry, commerce, trade, society
and other fields may have looked promising and be offering the opportunity to
finally make this world a better and more just world for all. Artificial Intelligence
could become a "poisonous potion" as well, if the mind is set on maximizing profits
yet again.
Anyone right in mind, heart and soul can sense we have not landed in a world
that is "good and just for all". On the contrary. We are nearer the final disaster than
ever before.
Humans may have developed the technology to travel into Space to look for a
livable "substitute" for Earth. Humans may be developing the technology to
replace most human activities by digital or virtual humanlike avatars or robots or
you-name-it.
Yet, it is still sticking to BABEL or the Biggest Aberration and Biggest Lie that
originated in the minds of CLIQs or minds detached from the Truth or Life.
Aberration: "dissociating Natura Mater from the "Divine" or "Superior Intelligence" or
"Love" or the "Supreme Force".
Lie: "some are superior to others and to Nature and have the right to dominate,
manipulate, exploit and abuse others or Nature".

Manipulating people has reached the limit
Every human with a CIQ mind, heart and soul has been sensing this cannot go on
and on. Instead of seeing this world become good and just for all, we see
increasing violence, abuse, deceit and growing discontent.
BABEL and what it stands for and what it has caused, needs be stopped. We need
to show how it has made this world a world of fake, confusion, abuse and
violence. How it has allowed millions of people to be sacrificed to ideas and
ideals based on BABEL. How it has allowed Nature to be damaged so terribly and
nearly beyond repair.
Indeed, BABEL and all the damage and hurt it has caused, have to be revealed
and the Truth of Life be promoted across all borders and walls or other divisions
that have stood in the way of Peace or of a world good and just for all and for
Nature.
We need to go it together and demand justice and an end to BABEL and its many
applications. We need to demand the Truth of Life to be applied always and
everywhere. We are to be respected as precious human beings that must be
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treated with respect always. We need to demand that Nature, our habitat, our
food, air, water and soul be treated with due respect as well.

Global Wave of Peace - Pax 21
Let's start the Wave of Peace or Pax 21 to make those manipulating, dominating,
exploiting and abusing us feel we are damn serious about the abuse and
demand to stop it immediately.
Let's be the Wave of Peace or Pax 21 to put pressure on those that run our world
and quite often damage our lives and their own lives as well. Let's make them feel
they need to change for their own health and survival and for ours as well.
Let's demand them to take the Natura Pax Vow pledging to respect the Natura Pax
or Pax 21 Declaration of Universal Human Values and to accept the Natura Pax
Convention as their beacon and guide to build the New World of Peace and
Justice (for all and for Natura Mater).
Many thanks for wanting to be part of Pax 21 and we hope to meet you on the
Wave as well.
Majai'vi and best wishes.
Emma, Peter, Robin and the entire ANP Team
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.pax21.net
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MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE
“Together we survive, divided we go under"
Newspapers report: "since 1993, European consumers have never been so
worried about rising prices as they are now."
Let's make those worries less and find out why we are all so worried. Let’s make
sure everyone everywhere does not have to have so many worries or feel fear.
Let’s do it for all people in all countries and nations, regardless of their color, their
race, their religion, the political or economic system they are in....
Worries and fear can indeed be reduced, if we all rectify the "Biggest Aberration"
and the "Biggest Lie" in all of Humanity's history.
If we all demand that all of us, including the others or the elite or the upper class
or the stock market gurus or whoever, be treated according to the principle of
Truth: "all human beings are equal and a part of Natura Mater. All of us and
Nature deserve to be treated fairly".
The Greatest Aberration, committed at the beginning of Civilization, was to
separate Natura Mater from the Summum Bonum or the Highest Good or
whatever you call the Superior and Indefinable.
The Greatest Lie consisted of some people believing that they were superior to
others and to Nature and that they therefore had the right to mistreat and abuse
others and Nature.
This Aberration and Lie (or BABEL when code-named) have led to huge atrocities
and cruelty against people and against Nature. They have caused almost all the
problems that everyone faces today.
As a result of BABEL, we have ended up in the disastrous state the world is in now. A
world in which all of us - rich or poor, white or black, religious or not - are suffering
and losing heart.
There is only one solution: Love!
Recently, we came across a letter circulating on the internet about Love as the
Force needed to save Earth. It was purportedly written by Albert Einstein but
contested by some. Whoever wrote it, the message is written in WiSOP or the
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language of Peace. Those not mastering it well, will most probably contest any
such letters. Yet, it actually says more than what is written. The message in WiSOP could also be called the language of Muse - reads:
"If we want our species to survive [...] love is the one and only answer.
Perhaps we are not yet ready to make a bomb of love [...] powerful enough to
entirely destroy the hate, selfishness and greed that devastate the planet.
However, each individual carries within them a small but powerful generator of
love whose energy is waiting to be released. When we learn to give and receive
this universal energy, we will have affirmed that love conquers all, is able to
transcend everything and anything, because love is the quintessence of life."
It is clear that we have all been put in a situation that can only be rectified by
Love, Peace or Humanity. The Greatest Aberration and the Greatest Lie can no
longer be allowed to continue to determine or rather destroy all our lives and
Nature.
The motto or batte cry must become the same everywhere and for everyone; "we
can only survive, if everyone everywhere and also Nature emerge from the battle
as victors".
The battle will not be easy, but the trophy will be immensely valuable. Together we
can make Earth our home. A home worthy of that name. Finally a home for all
people everywhere and no longer for only part of them.
If we keep fighting against each other instead of rectifying the Biggest Aberration
and Biggest Lie (BABEL), we will all perish.
This much is certain and that was the essence of the "Message in a Bottle" we
found. It seems as if Peace or the Muse or the Force the letter is referring to, has
sent this and other messages. Peace communicates in many ways....
May the world heed these messages in the interest of us all.
Majai’vi!

NATURA PAX
Ambassadors or Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.npc21.net
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UPGRADING THE UNITED NATIONS
TO CIQ LEVEL TO RESCUE US ALL
Dear Mr Guterres,
Dear leaders of all countries, nations and other divisions,
It is time for a new or totally renewed United Nations where CIQ leaders using their
higher human intelligence and "L of Einstein" have finally met as leaders freed
from the shackles of the environment they were brought up in.
Time for leaders with a global or CIQ vision of the world. Leaders looking behind all
borders and walls based on BABEL (Big Aberration and Big Lie). Leaders having
found the common ground that Einstein or someone else inspired by Peace had
tried to define (but admitted he nor Humanity had not yet).

Common ground
There is indeed a common ground that all people around the world share at birth
and even before. Just think of how your newly born children and other babies
interacted and interact with other babies and other people.
Just think of the many expressions referring to "the innocence of a child's heart".
Indeed, babies and young children not even speaking any language yet, do
communicate in ways that have not yet been fully understood. It all has to do with
the bond that unites all humans. It is the language of Heart or of Innocence or of
Peace.

All born friends but often made enemies
We are all born friends able to communicate without words, even when still in the
warm womb of our mothers. Friends that do not care about the country you were
born in or about the nation, race, religion or no religion you belong to. In short,
friends of Innocence or Peace or Heart.
Friends not yet starting to think about being different and about others not being
as they themselves are. Friends not yet starting to be influenced by so many
divisive factors, actors, beliefs and prejudices making up the mindset of the
environment they grew up in.
Mindsets so different for historical, cultural, social, political, economic, religious
and many other reasons. Mindsets that differ so much because, indeed, they
have not concentrated on the very essence of any human being, but have
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instead concentrated on gaining power and material riches. Resulting in often
fierce and ruthless competition with other people, countries, nations, races,
religions and other groups of people.
Competition seen as a natural trait of human beings. But why and of what kind of
human beings? Human beings that are not using their CIQ or higher human
intelligence that relates to the Superior or Higher Intelligence or "L of Einstein" and
that has been interpreted differently by different cultures, religions or other groups
of people.

CIQ or higher human intelligence
Human beings using their higher human intelligence, let us call them CIQ people
or CIQs, see competition as a natural trait also, but only of people not using their
CIQ or too little of it, but instead using the lower human intelligence. An
intelligence that lets itself be influenced or molded by the myriad of divisive
factors, actors, beliefs and prejudices making other people, countries, nations,
races and other groups be considered as not to be trusted or as (possible)
enemies.
Throughout history, the lack of the use of CIQ and the dominance of leaders not
using it or too little has resulted in incredible damage to people and to Nature
and in the enormous loss of resources, both material and immaterial.
Trillions and trillions have been spent on destruction and on competing with or
destroying other people, countries, nations, races, religions and other groups. All
because CIQ or Innocence or Peace or the "L of Einstein" or the Indefinable or
MPTA was lost sight of or not applied.

Big Aberration - Big Lie
The main reason for this can be called BABEL or the Big Aberration and Big Lie both originating in minds that did not use their CIQ and did not feel the bond that
unites all people to the "L of Einstein" or MPTA, of which Nature or Natura Mater is
also part.
That bond can be called the Code of Life or DNA+. Without it, no human being
could exist as more than a creature without a conscience or consciousness.
The Big Aberration consisted in dissociating Nature from the Indefinable or Divine
or whatever name given to something or someone no human mind can fully
grasp.
The Big Lie was that some people are superior to others and have the right to
dominate, exploit, manipulate, enslave, abuse and even kill other people.
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This aberration and lie originated in minds detached from the Indefinable or MPTA
(encompassing all that exists, including Natura Mater).

Final destruction and extinction?
Humanity has now come to the point where all the destruction of the past and the
destruction still going on today, are taking us all to possible extinction and total
destruction.
Just think of the massively destructive power of some weapons now being
developed (probably many are developed without anyone knowing - possibly
also biological ones).
It should have been clear for decades or even much longer that fierce and
ruthless competition has been leading us away from what Earth could have been
if the Big Aberration or Big Lie had not been made or invented.
This world needs new CIQ leaders or existing leaders willing to use their CIQ to the
benefit of all of Humanity and rising above competition (at all costs).
This world cannot be saved by traditional - often fiercely competing and low CIQ politics or economics. It needs what can be called paxitics or summonism, both
based on CIQ or Peace as the respect of universal human values (Natura Pax Vow
and Convention).
The motto "divide and rule" can no longer dominate or rule, it needs to be
replaced by "we all win, when nobody loses".
We call on all leaders to use their CIQ and to find the common ground of Peace
and to unite with all other leaders across all borders of countries, nations, races,
religions and other divisions.
Only when truly united through CIQ and the bond of Peace can we save this
magnificent planet Earth and its incredible human beings, capable of many
great things still - if only they let go of BABEL and if they unitedly start to build the
World of Peace and Justice for all and for Nature. If they give up violence and use
the trillions now spent on destruction on projects aimed at improving the wellbeing of all human beings and on restoring the damage done in the past to
people and to Nature.
Majai'vi to all leaders and to all other people willing to work on this rescue plan.
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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UNITED NATIONS: STOP ALL VIOLENCE
Convening the UN Security Council
Appeal to Mr António Guterres - Secretary General
"No one has the right to take the life of any child, woman or man"
Dear Mr Guterres,
The United Nations was founded in 1945 and its main guideline is the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights passed in 1948.
No one can ignore the United Nations has had a major role in promoting Peace
and Justice around the world. Yet, no one can ignore the United Nations are really
not that united at all. If they were, no innocent children, women or men would be
sacrificed in wars that are in breach of the UN Declaration of Human Rights.

Is life not a fundamental human right?
Different views and interpretations of the Human Rights and of the way to warrant
them, have made it difficult if not impossible to reach agreements about small
and bigger issues. The killing of innocent civilians is a major issue, is it not?
Recently, COP26 on Climate Change and the measures to be taken by all
countries urgently, has again shown how divided all nations still are. In addition,
many nations or countries are also very much divided internally - some even to
the point of huge conflicts between different parties or groups of the population,
some even being at war or on the brink of it.

One Voice
The major reason why the United Nations is still far from being one Voice of one
United World or one Humanity is the lack of Peace or a common definition of
Peace.
Human rights are still interpreted in a way so as to correspond with the local laws,
rules, beliefs, politics, economics, religions and other ways of organizing or should
we say dividing nations, countries, regions, races, groups of people on principles
that often run contrary to the very spirit of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights.
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The Declaration though universal is not seen as binding. It should change! Given
the absolutely untenable tensions now being felt across the globe. Tensions
resulting from the lack of a common beacon and the dominating principle of
"divide and win", even when it has been evident for ages this view and lack of real
authority of the United Nations is taking us to disasters more severe than the
present ones. This view and lack of authority has also allowed some to take the life
of other people as if any law justified it.

Declaration of Universal Human Values
COP26 and other global initiatives have not reached the level of authority that all
of Humanity has been needing for a long time. The climate change issue is but
one of the many aspects of the overall disintegration of societies and the growing
inability to form stable governments in many countries (leading to growing distrust
in governments and other forms of authority).
What is needed is a Declaration of Universal Human Values similar to the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, except that the Declaration of Universal Human
Values will indeed be binding and enforceable...
11.11 is the Day of the Commemoration of the Armistice ending World War I. A
war in which more than 20 million people were killed and another 20 million
people were wounded, all sacrificed to "BABEL" or Big Aberration and Big Lie.

Human Rights and Human Values - unassailable
Human Rights combined with Human Values will make the difference between
continuing to destroy Nature and consequently Humanity and the start of building
lasting Peace and saving Earth and its inhabitants by repairing the damage done
to Nature and to people and preventing further damage right away. Across the
globe and across all borders and other divisions based on BABEL.
The Declaration of Universal Human Values or Lex Mater is based on a penetrating
analysis of human history and the impact the lack of universal Human Values or
Peace has had on Humanity throughout the world.
Lex Mater or Natura Mater's Law of all laws was noted down in several languages
after friends from different backgrounds from around the world that met in real life
and on the internet in the early 2000s, had discussed issues related to human
values and Peace for several years.
They found common ground though they belong to different countries, nations,
races, religions or no-religion, political and economic systems. They found
common ground in their faith in Goodness in all humans. They felt united in their
knowledge of what we call WiSOP or language of Peace - the original mother
tongue of all human beings and more.
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Lex Mater
Lex Mater consists of 25 universal human values. After noting down these values
they were further analyzed, discussed extensively and put to the test. Global issues
as well as other issues at a personal and inter-relational level were held against
these values.
Problems were found to be largely caused by the lack of human values. Boosting
these values helped to solve the issues or to reduce their intensity and scope.

Universal or global beacon for Peace and Justice
Lex Mater or the Law of Peace should become the global beacon and guideline
to take Humanity to a higher level of civilization. Finally ending the low CIQ world
of today full of violence, deceit, abuse and legalized illegalities.
CIQ stands for higher human intelligence or cosmic intelligence. It makes you feel
connected with the whole of Humanity and makes you suffer at seeing any
innocent child, woman or man suffer needlessly and without any justification
whatsoever.
It makes you feel angry at seeing the inertia or lack of decisive action on the part
of the "International Community'' - sorry to say, but it is not a community as it allows
so much needless and primitively barbaric violence.
Indeed, no single law and rule passed by lower CIQ minds guided by the Big Lie
that "some are more equal or superior to others and to Nature" can ever justify this
kind of absurd violence.

Big Aberration of huge consequences
Peace is now hampered or made impossible because so many laws and rules
were passed by lower CIQ minds. First the Biggest Aberration in human history was
made: dissociating Nature from the Higher Intelligence or the Divine or whatever
name is given to "Love" or MPTA in WiSOP, the language of Peace.
Indeed, considering Nature as a mere commodity you are allowed to exploit and
abuse has proven to be disastrous and ever more so. It simply cannot go on. We
are destroying Life and our habitat. We are killing ourselves...
Continuing to uphold such principles based on BABEL is equal to self-destruction
and the confirmation of being detached from Natura Mater - the origin and
source of Life. And of thinking and acting at a lower CIQ level.
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All victims united and demanding Peace and Justice
Let all victims of the "divide, rule and destroy" principle and of the historical Big
Aberration and Big Lie that have led to so many people and Nature being
damaged and hurt, unite as one Voice and demand the United Nations to reform
and really unite.
Let all victims of BABEL - actual fact, every human being living now and in the past
has been a victim of BABEL - demand the United Nations Security Council to be
convened soonest to discuss the "Global Earth Survival Plan" or Natura Pax and
prepare an Extraordinary General Assembly about the Earth Survival Plan.
All violence against people and against Nature based on laws, rules, beliefs and
theories in breach of Lex Mater is to be stopped and Humanity taken to a higher
level of civilization forsaking violence and not considering it as "part of humanity or
life" - another aberration and low CIQ view. Equally aberrational it is to consider it
to be only natural for humans to compete with each other even to the point of
killing each other. If it keeps this principle, Humanity will stay "underdeveloped in
terms of CIQ". It will not be able to reach Peace and will continue on the path
towards total destruction.

Stop all killings and other violence
The Big Lie has to stop. Like the Big Aberration, it has to be righted. It is the only way
to bring sanity, peace and justice to the present world that is utterly mad and
barbaric when seen through the eyes of Peace and of CIQ.
Indeed, can anyone right in mind, heart and soul consider spending billions and
billions on mass destructive weapons, while a few dollars or euros could save the
lives of so many innocent children suffering horribly and dying of hunger in wars
waged by - please excuse the expression - deranged or detached minds, low or
very low in CIQ?
Ever since they originated in a mind or minds detached from MPTA, Natura Mater
or the Superior Intelligence, the Big Aberration and Big Lie have been taking the
whole of Humanity to the seemingly insurmountable predicament it is now in.
No-one should any longer consider to have the right to take the life of any
innocent child, woman or man based on the Big Lie or on a law, rule or belief
contrary to Lex Mater of the Law of MPTA.
No-one wherever can have the authority to ruin the future of any innocent child,
woman or man on the basis of such anti-MPTA laws, rules or beliefs.
No-one wherever can have the right to abuse or disrespect Natura Mater, the very
essence or Life itself.
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United Nations as Natura Pax Authority - binding
Therefore, the United Nations should become the Natura Pax Authority to defend
the life of any child, woman or man now being tortured, imprisoned, abused or
threatened by any person basing his/her authority on an anti-MPTA law, rule or
belief. As well as the Authority to defend the inalienable right of Natura Mater to be
treated with due respect as Humanity's essential and prime partner.

Natura Pax Tribunal of Humanity and Peace
The United Nations or a newly to be created international institution should set up a
Global Tribunal of Humanity and Peace bringing all violators of MPTA or Natura
Mater's Lex Mater to justice. Wherever on planet Earth. How can anyone right in
mind, heart and accept so many atrocities still being committed today?
Committed by people low in CIQ and heartless or soulless.

Code of Life
MPTA or Natura Mater and its Lex Mater consider all borders or divisions of
Humanity as an obstacle to Peace when they do not respect the values ingrained
in all truly human beings or in DNA+, the invisible but all important Code of Life
that unites all children, women and men wherever they live, whatever the country,
nation, race, gender, religion or no-religion, political or economic system they
belong to.
Why and how the Code of Life was discovered and why and how it confirmed the
whole set-up and organization of the present world can no longer be based on a
Big Aberration or a Big Lie, is already being felt and understood by ever more
people across the world.
People of a higher level of CIQ and having the ability to speak WiSOP and to feel
united with MPTA. Some of these CIQs are even willing to sacrifice their lives to end
the madness and incredibly and unjustified but often legalized abuse and lethal
methods used against innocent children, women and men and against Nature or
Life itself. Some of them have been threatened already (social media are up for a
drastic paxitization as well).

Peace - universal Human Values and Human Rights
The UN Security Council is requested to discuss the global acceptance of Peace
as the respect of Natura Mater's Lex Mater or universal human values. All countries
are requested to take the Natura Pax Vow and accept the Natura Pax Convention
as the guide or beacon to build the New World of Peace and Justice, taking
civilization to a higher or CIQ level.
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No single leader worth leading anyone should be against Lex Mater as it is the
reflection of Natura Mater's Peace with Humanity. If he/she refuses to accept it,
he/she is requested to look into the mirror right into the cora or pupil and ask MPTA
to help him/her reconnect. Incredible it is for some leaders to pray and ask for
favours, while those favours benefit just themselves or their limited group and
damage others or Nature. If he/she cannot reconnect, he/she is asked to paxitize
to discover what factors, actors and beliefs have been detaching him/her and
have made him/her act against MPTA, Natura Mater or Lex Mater - in short, against
Peace.
Natura Pax or Nature's Pact for a New World of Peace and Justice wants everyone
to be part of the New World. Everyone is given the chance to become part of the
New Humanity carried on CIQ - liberating the world of today full of violence,
abuse, deceit, fake and confusion from the shackles imposed by all laws, rules
and beliefs based on the Big Lie and Big Aberration.

Truth of Life
Only the Truth of Life can rescue Earth and make it the jewel of the Universe it
could have been from the very start, but has not been as a result of the historical
Aberration and the big but still very present Lie.
Only the Truth of Life reflected in the Declaration of Universal Human Values or Lex
Mater combined with the Declaration of Universal Human Rights can rescue us all:
"all children, women and men are equal and they all as well as Natura Mater
must be respected always and everywhere".
The brutal killing and violence against innocent children, women and men should
be halted now. The United Nations should be the Natura Pax Authority accepted
by all leaders and other people across all borders. Not accepting it, is a clear
indication of a level of CIQ still too low to feel the pain and suffering of a child
dying of hunger as if it were your own.
Please stop this madness and let us upgrade civilization by embracing Peace as
the respect of universal human values and, indeed, universal human rights.
Majai'vi or Peace to all and to Nature.
DNA Nature Alliance - Natura Pax
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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NATURA PAX CALL FOR CEASE-FIRE
We are all part of Humanity.
We are all part of Natura Mater.
Many of us believe in the Divine.
Natura Mater is part of the Divine.
Many of us believe in Goodness.
Goodness is part of the Divine.
The Divine is Peace and Love.
Violence cannot be divine.
Violence is against Peace.
Violence is blasphemy.
All violators and warmongers
must stop all violence and wars.
All violators and warmongers
must reconnect and pacify.

Pacify with themselves,
the Divine and Humanity.
Pacify or find Peace or Divine
in themselves or hearts.
Violence and wars to impose
your own will is blasphemy.
Peace or Love or Divine
or superior humanity
are universal and part
of the Code of Life.
Breaching that code
damages your very self.
You can only repair
the damage by embracing
Peace as your beacon
and putting down all arms.
Majai’vi!

NATURA PAX - NATURE’S PEACE PACT
Pact between Natura Mater and Humanity. Based on messages in WiSOP or
language of Peace and original mother tongue of all human beings.
We are all born friends, but many people unlearn WiSOP or lose fluency. It makes
understanding more difficult if not impossible. Many people are made enemies
as a result of many factors, actors and beliefs standing in the way of Peace.
Time to upgrade the knowledge and fluency in WiSOP globally and across all
borders of countries, nations, races and other divisive factors.
Time for all leaders in politics, business, religions and other sectors to take the
Natura Pax Vow accepting Peace as the respect of universal human values and
pledging to do all they can to make WiSOP or language of Peace common to
all again and build the New World.
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CEASE-FIRE
Many laws, rules, beliefs and theories are based on a misconception and wrong
principle: “some are superior to others and to Nature”. Consequently, they
violate the core of human values or Peace: “all humans and Natura Mater
should be respected always”.
Natura Mater’s Law of all laws or Lex Mater are universal human values to be
shared by all humans across all borders and walls. All violence and wars are in
breach of Lex Mater and must be stopped immediately.
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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STOP ALL VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN
No child should be forced to do anything against basic universal values: respect
for people, honesty, fairness, justice, truthfulness.... In short against Peace or Lex
Mater, the Law of all laws ingrained in our DNA+ or higher human intelligence.
Forcing a child or any man and woman to do anything against their will is
violence and a violation of Lex Mater and therefore not legal and a sign of a
lower level of CIQ or higher human intelligence.
A new international Tribunal of Humanity and Peace based on the Lex Mater
should be established and put an end to abuse and violence against children,
women and men - all over the world and across all borders and walls.
Natura Pax Peace Pact - www.npc21.net.

DETÉN TODO ABUSO CONTRA LOS NIÑOS
Ningún niño debe ser obligado a hacer nada en contra de los valores universales
básicos: respeto a las personas, honestidad, equidad, justicia, veracidad.... En
definitiva contra la Paz o Lex Mater, la Ley de todas las leyes arraigada en nuestro
ADN+ o inteligencia humana superior.
Obligar a un niño o a cualquier hombre y mujer a hacer algo en contra de su
voluntad es violencia y una violación de la Lex Mater y por lo tanto no es legal y
es un signo de un nivel inferior de CIQ o inteligencia humana. Debería
establecerse un nuevo Tribunal Internacional de la Humanidad y la Paz basado
en la Lex Mater y poner fin al abuso y la violencia contra los niños, las mujeres y
los hombres, en todo el mundo y a través de todas las fronteras y muros.
Pacto de Paz Natura Pax - www.npc21.net.

ARRÊTEZ TOUT ABUS CONTRE LES ENFANTS
Aucun enfant ne devrait être forcé à faire quoi que ce soit contre les valeurs
universelles de base: respect des personnes, honnêteté, équité, justice,
véracité..... En bref, contre la Paix ou Lex Mater, la Loi de toutes les lois ancrée
dans notre ADN+ ou notre intelligence humaine supérieure.
Forcer un enfant ou tout homme ou femme à faire quelque chose contre sa
volonté est une violence et une violation de la Lex Mater et donc non légal et un
signe d'un niveau inférieur de CIQ ou d'intelligence humaine.
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Un nouveau Tribunal international de l'Humanité et de la Paix basé sur la Lex Mater
devrait être établi et mettre fin aux abus et à la violence contre les enfants, les
femmes et les hommes - partout dans le monde et au-delà de toutes les
frontières et de tous les murs.
Pacte de Paix Natura Pax - www.npc21.net.

FERMATE OGNI ABUSO CONTRO I BAMBINI
Nessun bambino dovrebbe essere costretto a fare qualcosa contro i valori
universali di base: rispetto per le persone, onestà, equità, giustizia, veridicità.... In
breve contro la Pace o Lex Mater, la Legge di tutte le leggi incisa nel DNA+ o
intelligenza umana superiore.
Costringere un bambino o qualsiasi uomo e donna a fare qualcosa contro la loro
volontà è violenza e una violazione della Lex Mater e quindi non legale e segno
di un livello inferiore di CIQ o intelligenza umana.
Un nuovo Tribunale internazionale dell'Umanità e della Pace basato sulla Lex
Mater dovrebbe essere istituito e mettere fine all'abuso e alla violenza contro i
bambini, le donne e gli uomini - in tutto il mondo e attraverso tutti i confini e i muri.
Patto di Pace Natura Pax - www.npc21.net.

STOP ALLE GEWELD TEGEN KINDEREN
Geen enkel kind mag gedwongen worden iets te doen wat tegen universele
basiswaarden ingaat: respect voor mensen, eerlijkheid, rechtvaardigheid,
waarachtigheid.... Kortom tegen de Vrede of Lex Mater, de Wet van alle wetten
die in ons DNA+ of hogere menselijke intelligentie is gegrift.
Een kind of welke man of vrouw dan ook dwingen iets te doen tegen hun wil is
geweld en een schending van de Lex Mater en daarom niet legaal en een teken
van een lager niveau van CIQ of menselijke intelligentie.
Een nieuw internationaal Tribunaal van Menselijkheid en Vrede gebaseerd op de
Lex Mater moet worden opgericht en een einde maken aan misbruik en geweld
tegen kinderen, vrouwen en mannen - over de hele wereld en over alle grenzen
en muren heen.
Natura Pax Vredespact - www.npc21.net.
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STOPPT JEDEN MISSBRAUCH VON KINDERN
Kein Kind sollte gezwungen werden, etwas zu tun, was gegen die grundlegenden
universellen Werte verstößt: Respekt für Menschen, Ehrlichkeit, Fairness,
Gerechtigkeit, Wahrhaftigkeit.... Kurz gesagt, gegen den Frieden oder die Lex
Mater, das Gesetz aller Gesetze, das in unserer DNA+ oder höheren
menschlichen Intelligenz verankert ist.
Ein Kind oder einen Mann oder eine Frau zu zwingen, etwas gegen ihren Willen zu
tun, ist Gewalt und ein Verstoß gegen die Lex Mater und daher nicht legal und ein
Zeichen für eine niedrigere Stufe des CIQ oder der menschlichen Intelligenz.
Ein neues internationales Tribunal für Menschlichkeit und Frieden auf der
Grundlage der Lex Mater sollte eingerichtet werden und dem Missbrauch und der
Gewalt gegen Kinder, Frauen und Männer ein Ende setzen - überall auf der Welt
und über alle Grenzen und Mauern hinweg.
Natura Pax Friedenspakt - www.npc21.net.

PARE TODO ABUSO CONTRA CRIANÇAS
Nenhuma criança deve ser obrigada a fazer algo contra os valores universais
básicos: respeito pelas pessoas, honestidade, equidade, justiça, veracidade....
Em suma, contra a Paz ou Lex Mater, a Lei de todas as leis enraizadas em nosso
DNA+ ou inteligência humana superior.
Forçar uma criança ou qualquer homem e mulher a fazer algo contra sua
vontade é violência e uma violação do Lex Mater e, portanto, não legal e um
sinal de um nível inferior de CIQ ou inteligência humana.
Um novo Tribunal Internacional de Humanidade e Paz baseado no Lex Mater
deve ser estabelecido e pôr um fim ao abuso e violência contra crianças,
mulheres e homens - em todo o mundo e através de todas as fronteiras e muros.
Pacto de Paz Natura Pax - www.npc21.net.
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BE THE ONE YOU
WERE MEANT TO BE
Open letter to world leaders
at COP26 and elsewhere
Dear world leaders in politics, business, education, religion and other fields,
We have been trying hard to promote Peace ever since some of us were
receiving signals that Natura Mater and what I|S|H (genderless and all genders)
represents, is becoming fed up. Signals and messages received even when we
were still small children.
Social media have often blocked what we tried to post. For reasons that are
evident and that anyone reading this letter carefully, will understand.
Nature is part of something much broader. Many have tried to define it, but any
definition remains incomplete. It could be described it as something no human
mind can fully understand.
Nature is Life. Nature is all of us. What would we be without Life? We depend on
Nature to be able to live. I|S|H provides us with air, water, soil, food and something
much broader. Indeed.

Natura Mater and Life
Have you ever wondered why science desperately wanted to analyze Einstein's
brain after he left this world? Have you ever wondered why he asked his family not
to publish many of his letters until many years after his death or until the world was
found ready to read them and possibly understand?
Indeed, Einstein had a brain that connected to what he said no human mind
could fully understand. He had different words for it, but no word could completely
define it. He used Love as the word giving the best of all definitions.
Have you ever wondered what your life would be like without love in its many
forms of expression and of communicating? Can you remember being still in the
warm womb of you mother? Do you recall the soft voices of your mum and dad
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or their touch on mum's belly? Indeed, we are able to communicate before we
are born.
Incredible it may seem, but when you accept that radio, WiFi and Bluetooth are
means and channels of communication, it should only be logical that we can
communicate in ways that are not visible, but that do exist.
Throughout history, many cultures and religions have tried to define the
supernatural or that something no human can fully understand. The definitions
went wrong in different ways. The main mistake, historical because it has
influenced our world dramatically, was to dissociate Natura Mater from the
supernatural, the Divine, the Higher Intelligence or MPTA (our code-name for that
something no human can fully understand).
Just think again about what Love has given you. Just think of the happiest periods
and moments in your life. The periods and moments with happiness that lasted
longer and that you felt more profoundly than anything material could ever give
you.
Just think about the saddest moments in your life or in the lives of your parents,
brothers and sisters and other people dear to you.
Both sadness and happiness are difficult to define or describe, just like Love or
MPTA.

Connected to Natura Mater
The signals and messages we have been receiving also relate to Love or that
something we define as MPTA and which include Natura Mater, Soul, Heart, Peace
and more.
We could talk about the signals and messages for a long time. At first, we were a
bit overwhelmed by them. And some messages took quite some time to be fully
understood. But as time went by, their significance became more evident and
self-explaining.
Why us? Because we have all felt deeply connected to Natura Mater and MPTA,
most of us ever since we were born. We can recall experiences that normally you
cannot recall when they happened before the age of 5 or 6, depending.
We can and you probably could too. It all depends on the strength, intensity and
profoundness of your connectedness with Natura Mater and MPTA.
Judging by what you do and what you say and by the look in your eyes expressing that connectedness - we feel your connection could do with some
stimulus or ingredients to make it stronger. Some of you do seem to be connected
quite well, but still your mind almost always takes over.
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Many of you do have genuine greatness in them, but it does not show or you
have not discovered or rediscovered it. Not as yet.
We are sorry to say, but greatness to us has a different meaning and relates to
that heart-to-Heart connectedness and the understanding of what Nature, Love,
Life, Soul, Heart and MPTA are.
We have been discovering more details about the communication system of
MPTA and about how it has been affecting our world. The lack of WiSOP as we
code-named it and that could be called the language of Peace is largely the
reason why this world is in the mess we are all suffering from.
When looking at the world, its history, its leaders, its politics, its economics, its
religions, its theories and rules and laws, many problems Humanity has faced
throughout history and still today are the direct and indirect result of the lack of
connectedness with MPTA and Natura Mater.

WiSOP - language of Peace
What we write may seem strange, because most of you are people of the Mind or
mindful intelligence – or predominantly so. We can understand why. You were
born and brought up in an environment with specific beliefs, rules and laws that
you never or hardly ever questioned. But have you ever wondered why there are
so many diverging beliefs, rules and laws, theories and strategies? Many of them
so diverging so as to lead to tensions, conflicts, wars and other violence?
When sensing what MPTA and Natura Mater are and understanding its language
or WiSOP, you can see that these tensions, conflicts, wars and other violence could
largely have been avoided if those beliefs, rules and laws, theories and strategies
had not been invented or developed.
The connectedness with MPTA makes you feel you are part of Natura Mater and of
the other part of it, Humanity. It makes you feel connected to all of Humanity and
to all children, women and men.
Beliefs, rules and laws, theories and strategies were invented or developed largely
on grounds of superiority over other people, groups of people or religions, political
and economic systems. With time, an innumerable or infinite amount of
differences have arisen and divisions created. The result we can more than feel
today: this world is messed up by too many diverging views, opinions, theories,
beliefs... This world is adrift and many leaders are at a loss and need to find a new
direction.
Superiority on grounds that are contradictory to Natura Mater's Law or Lex Mater
cannot be called great nor genuine, honest or justified. Indeed it means ignoring
the fact that we are all part of one Nature, one MPTA, one Humanity. Nature's Law
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treats every human being as equal and deserving to be treated along the
principle "do not do to others what you would not want them to do to you".
It is more than clear that great leaders have breached this very principle and still
do so today. Resulting in incredibly inhuman consequences: millions of people
sacrificed to the wrong anti-MPTA ideals and ideas. Nature degraded and
abused, enormous fortunes spent on weapons, some more devastating and
lethal than others (some horribly called weapons of mass destruction).
On the basis of the many signals and messages and after extensive discussions
and analyses of the way our world is organized, the way people are treated, the
way Nature is neglected and abused, as well as on the basis of the real or implicit
content and purpose of the many rules, laws, principles, beliefs and theories now
governing or misleading our world, we defined 25 basic universal human values.
These values are common to all of Humanity and are part of WiSOP, the language
of MPTA and Peace.
If these values had been respected always, we would not have had to face the
dangerous situation we are now in. The survival of Humanity is at stake. The survival
of all of us... Some may say they will be saved or be able to escape to another
planet. Well, where will you find the beauty of planet Earth that offers us all to be
like in Paradise?

Rescue operation
Not all is lost. Luckily.
But we will need to change. You as well. Everybody has got to take part in the
katharsis (a word often present in the messages). You could call it a clean-up of
the mindset and mentality. It consists of holding your beliefs, prejudices,
relationships with the people around you, your political and economic
preferences, the laws and rules you apply or uphold against the light of the 25
Natura Pax universal human values. It will allow you to see for yourself the many
factors and actors now standing in the way of Peace. It will allow you to find
common ground with other leaders and/or parties and to take Peace as the
respect for the Natura Pax Law or Lex Mater as the beacon and guideline to build
the New World of Peace and Justice.
We are friends that met on the internet and in real life and that come from many
different countries in all continents. Between us we have been to virtually all 200+
countries in the world. We have seen first-hand the enormous differences between
the various countries, but also the growing inequalities in those countries
themselves, the ocean deep-contrasts between rich and poor. We have met
and/or worked for some well-known leaders in different countries. We have met
and spoken to people of many walks of life: from successful and not so successful
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businessmen, from socially engaged politicians and not really socially engaged
ones, from visionary and not so visionary religious leaders.... to poor men, women
and children in shanty towns, centers for the homeless or just in the street, young
and not so young people that ended up in prison, having committed a crime
quite often just to survive.

Lex Mater - Law of all laws
All these experiences and the messages have made us conclude that this world is
utterly mad, because it is based on the wrong principles. Principles that you could
summarize as a Big Lie. A lie that has allowed some to be considered or to
consider themselves to be superior to other human beings and even to Nature or
MPTA. A lie that has allowed some to impose their will through manipulation,
abuse, weapons and other types of violence. A lie that has in fact made so many
leaders and other people commit crimes against humanity or against Peace or
against Lex Mater or Natura Mater's Law of all laws. Crimes in various degrees of
severity and negative impact.
Lex Mater or genuine humanity that is the translation of Peace, Heart, Soul or MPTA
in universal human values.

Life itself
We beg you and we feel the messages and signals have been telling it is our
mission - the reason why we call ourselves Ambassadors of Nature and Peace, to
stop, breathe deeply, look yourself into your eyes and read what is written on the
blackboard of your hearts: respect people always, respect Nature always, treat
people as you would want them to treat you, treat Nature as the Mother of it all, of
the visible and invisible. Please stop, breathe deeply, look yourself into your eyes
and discover what you are and what you were supposed to be: a human being
reflecting the most precious gift all human beings are given at conception. It can
be called Love, superior or divine intelligence, genuine humanity or goodness,
peace... In short, the best in all of us. Goodness and the willingness to bring it out
and share it with fellow human beings, men, women and children without any
distinction. All treated as precious human beings or expressions, visible and
invisible, of Love or Higher Intelligence or Summum Bonum or Supreme Good.
We beg you to think about who you are, why you are what you are and what has
made you think you have been called to be a leader. Think about the factors,
actors, beliefs, rules and laws you apply and uphold. Analyze them against the
light of Lex Mater or universal human values and see for yourself whether they are
contrary to Peace or not. If they are, please do all that you can to make them
correspond with Peace or genuine humanity or Lex Mater.
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It will allow you to see why there is so much violence, abuse and crime in this
world that could have been totally different if Humanity had not been guided by
the Big Lie, but instead had been guided by the Truth of Life, embedded in our
DNA+ or invisible DNA we all carry inside.
We are all part of one Humanity, all part of the same Nature and all expressions of
Love, Peace, Heart, Soul or MPTA.
We beg you to take Peace as the respect of universal human values and to do
your utmost to apply these values or Lex Mater. It will make you find the common
ground and make you want to work with other leaders to build the New World, a
world that is good and just for every child, woman and man and for Natura Mater,
the Mother of it all and our essential partner or in short Life itself.
Majai'vi to all of you and to Nature. This word regularly appeared in the messages.
Thank you very much and who knows, we will one day meet (some of you we
already met).
Yours,
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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ALL LIVES MATTER
Respecting Nature is respecting ourselves
Pharma companies, chemical companies, food companies and others types of
companies have not always respected Nature or people. Their products and
services have often caused damage - some of it at first not visible, but
accumulating over time. Damaging or polluting the air, soil and water to a degree
that leads to diseases and even death.
We now know and can see in detail what effect this damage is having on our
world - in virtually all countries, whether rich or poor. We are all affected by air, soil
and water that carry particles of substances damaging our health - not only
physically but also mentally. Indeed, these particles we absorb through the air we
breathe, the food we eat and the water we drink often not only affect the
chemistry of our body but also of the brain and mind.
The damage is becoming more evident by the day. The Corona crisis has made
most people think more about health and how it is affected by the world around
us: the air, the soil, the food, the water and also the "whole system". The system or
way of thinking and acting of ourselves, of others and of companies of all kinds.
It is clear we have sort of been poisoning ourselves. How did we get into this
unhealthy predicament? How and why did we and the world allow this kind of
pollution leading to many disasters and crisis, like the climate and corona crisis, to
happen before our very eyes?
It is still time to end this deliberate pollution of air, water, soil and soul so to speak
(or way of thinking and acting).

Saving Earth still possible
But we need to act now. Right away! We should never have allowed this kind of
self-destructive behaviour or mindset endangering life on Earth now.
But we can change it all, if we stick together as one and demand all damaging
products, services and processes to be prohibited or stopped right away. If it is not
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possible, they need to be replaced or phased out within the shortest time
possible. The necessary means to replace or phase out these products, services
and processes, as well as to help those affected by this "clean-up" operation
should become the biggest humanitarian effort of global solidarity ever. Every
person, every company, every country, every political party or other group is
being threatened by pollution. So, it is logical and in the interest of all to contribute
to this global clean-up operation.
As an example, we need a new kind of pharmacy. One that puts people and
Nature first and respects them as part of one "entity". We are all a product of
Nature, and so to truly heal ourselves, we need to help Nature boost her/our
natural defense system. It is more than the tangible elements. It is also related to
the intangible DNA+ or Code of Life. Many drugs have adverse effects on this
Nature | Human balance and therefore often have serious side effects. We need
naturopharmaceutics that only produce remedies that stimulate Nature's natural
defense. Putting profits and money first is not really what medicine or pharmacy
should be about.
It is time to renaturalize and re-humanize medicine, as well as agriculture, science,
industry, trade and other areas of human activities. Respect for Nature and for
people is a core value of Natura Mater's Law or Lex Mater. As we are all part of
Natura Mater, all of us should abide by it. It is only natural and ingrained in our
DNA+.

All lives matter
We are all part of one and the same Nature.
We should shout it out loud from the bottom of our hearts, all connected to Nature
| Heart | Soul or Life.
Not feeling that connection is a sign of a lower CIQ level.
But there's hope: stimulating people to use their CIQ or higher human intelligence
will allow them to reconnect.
It will upgrade their DNA+ or Code of Life and make them feel what Life is allowing them to lead a fuller and more rewarding life.
It will gradually make them feel that thinking "only some lives matter" is like a
blasphemy to Natura Mater or Heart or Life itself.
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We are one - together we win
We all carry a DNA or genetic code. Science is now unravelling it - unfortunately
not always with the right intentions or to the benefit of the "summum bonum" or
superior or common good.
But we also carry a DNA+ or Code of Life. It is invisible and yet visible in the way
we behave and act with relation to the world around us: to people having a
different colour or belonging to a different country or other man-made and often
conflictive divisions.
Discovering or rediscovering the Code of Life or DNA+ is without doubt the most
wonderful experience one could ever have. It makes life more fulfilling and puts
many of the "division-related" thoughts and beliefs in another perspective.
It makes the world as it is today, look very primitive: too competitive and cruel or,
in short, inhuman and a blasphemy to Life or Natura Mater.
Time to upgrade the DNA+ of all of Humanity. Time to stimulate the use of CIQ or
higher human intelligence. Time to demand those that run our world to act in the
interest of all of Humanity and to stop damaging people and Nature, whether far
away or in their immediate environment. Damaging Nature or people in one
place affects the entire planet and so all of us.
A huge task, but more than worth it!
Let's all be part of Pax 21 or Wave of Healing Peace and make change happen:
freeing us all from the primitive way of "divide and rule" and making "we all win,
when nobody loses" the motto to be guided by.
Please share this and other messages with all of your friends and other contacts.
Majai'vi! (Peace and Love to all and to Nature and Life)!
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.pax21.net
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USE - UNITED FOR
THE SURVIVAL OF EARTH
Open letter to leaders in
politics, economics and business
Copy of letter written in 2008
Dear leader,
We would like your attention for the USE-project. United for the Survival of Earth is a
global project that does take the drastic measures needed to save our planet
and Humanity. That does take politics and economics to a new level.
It is still time to act. What could be better to unite nations around the globe than a
project that would benefit all? Please read on and support this project.

USE - global rescue plan
USE is part of Pax Humanitas, a new vision on politics and economics. To survive,
Humankind will need more than dead letter agreements, often called historical
but in the end not changing anything substantial.
Some can be called historical because they later proved to be disastrous.

Time is no longer money
As time goes by and problems facing Humankind take on ever larger dimensions,
it should dawn on our leaders that time can no longer be measured in terms of
money alone. If they do not understand that time can really run out, there are in
for replacement.
Global warming, Nature degradation, wars, nuclear threats, poverty… need a
different approach. A common approach.
Because everything is still expressed in terms of money and profit, problems are
tackled while the question is: “what is in for me?” Leaders should see that they and
their countries can benefit more when the question becomes: “what is in for me
and for them?” Many leaders and countries are still at the “what is in for me?”
stage. Selfishness still runs high. Power struggles are waged in politics and in
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economics because of it. With devastating consequences and the loss of many
lives and the waste of enormous resources that could be spent to tackle the
problems.

Common approach
For many decades, green organizations have told us that our very planet is at risk.
We are all in the same ship, whether poor or rich. We all need a common
approach to save it. Together we can see to it that our ship does not sink. Alone
we just do not stand a chance.
Why not create a new organization and call it United for the Survival of Earth – USE
– to put the best brains, the best technology and the largest finances into
common projects that will benefit all? Yes, all those aboard the ship called
Humanity.

Global warming
Global warming is largely due to the combustion of fossil fuels. Why not massively
develop alternatives that can be used soon? Do we want the oil companies to
dominate the energy market until the very last drop of oil?
And continue with the combustion until the very last breath of clean air or the very
last drop of pure water?
How much longer will share prices dominate the economic news? It remains a
fickle business indeed, often based on the winds blowing through the stock
exchange – simple rumours and speculations. Just imagine the effect global
warming with natural catastrophes will have on them. We will need more solid
economic constructions with solidarity at the very foundation. Stock Exchanges
should change as well. They may generate money, but the money is often far
from clean.

Clean energy
Alternatives to fossil fuels are available. Yet they need more investment. It does not
happen enough because those who have money to invest still think too much in
terms of the financial return on investment.
If the return on investment were not expressed in money, but in the contribution to
the survival of Earth, would they not be willing to help more? It would certainly
benefit them and Humankind as a whole. Is this not a noble goal to spend money
on? Keeping our ship in good condition and afloat.
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Nuclear energy?
How many countries are now developing nuclear energy when not nuclear arms?
Threatening to unleash yet another war, the impact of which could dwarf the
Chernobyl catastrophe. Provide those and all countries with an alternative to
nuclear energy and take away the reason for nuclear weapons.

Wars?
How much money is put into wars and weapons? Billions. And for what reasons?
Often energy related. Providing energy alternatives would take away some of the
reasons to wage wars.

Real power
Other reasons for war relate to power struggles. Often due to a very imbalanced
distribution of wealth and to corruption. Why do developed countries
predominantly choose to side with those that have wealth? Because they have
access to the natural resources? Why not help the countries involved to have a
strong educational system to make people averse to corruption and to make
those having wealth willing to do something for their countrymen? Why not pay a
fair price for the natural resources to combat poverty to start with?
We do need to change the mentality and the economy from “gathering as much
money as you can” (often by means that are anything but respectable and fair)
or the so-called maximization of profits to the maximization of the common good
or in short solidarity.
Just think about a football team. Not all the players are of an equal level. But all
together they can make an unbeatable team. Let us found USE and make sure
that the team can win the most difficult match ever: the survival of Humankind
and Earth.
A final word to those people who like to spread out extravagant luxury – often in
the media. Would you not be willing to make it a bit less extravagant and invest
the money saved on the USE project? It is not about compassion but about
survival.
Yours too or that of your children! Do take care of them, please!
Danellandia Peace Foundation
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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BASTA!
WAR MENTALITY SHOULD STOP
Wars mostly result from lack of WiSOP — key common
to all humans.
When are most of our leaders finally going to realize that they belong to the wrong
family?
The “war family” has been damaging our planet for ages.
Through violence of all sorts it has dominated the “peace family”. It has caused
the destruction of millions of lives and of billions worth of Nature and infrastructure.
Time to change mentality and to transform Earth into the home for all instead of
into the home for a few — foreseeably also having to fear that home might be
destroyed as well.
Still, the “war family” does not seem to have learned enough lessons from all the
damage that it has caused already.
It is even willing to sacrifice its own family members to the wrong ideals. Even
willing to sacrifice this incredibly beautiful Earth to their lust for power.
This sounds too simplistic? No, it is simply too complicated to be understood and
sensed by people having the war mentality.

Destruction instead of construction
New weapons are being developed constantly. Billions are invested in the
destruction instead of in the construction of a better life for so many poor people
around the world and for many others left behind also.
The “war family” is already installing part of its deadly arsenal in Space. As well as
sophisticated intelligence systems to control any move anybody anywhere makes
anytime.
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But the “war family” is reaching the very limit.
More and more people around the world view the definition of life as held by the
“war family” as endlessly outdated. As is its definition of power. In fact, if the family
continues to uphold these definitions, they will be in for some sobering surprises.
And yes, because of its mentality, the “war family” might try and do anything just
to know what the surprises will be. But even the most sophisticated weapons will
offer no help. Over-simplistic? No, it all has to do with what can be defined as the
“higher human intelligence”. The corona pandemic should make the “war family”
think about what they have been educated to believe and why they continue to
think in a “bellicose way”.
We would advise to revert the trend and to start learning from the mistakes of the
past. To build a future and not to destroy it. A future for anybody anywhere. A
future in which Nature is treated with the respect she deserves. The “war family”
evidently does not understand or too little the profound intrinsic meaning of Natura
Mater.
Natura Mater is not just the visible environment we live in. She is much more and
does communicate…
The “war family” — all leaders — should invest in a decent life for all instead of in
the destruction of all life! Tackling problems like poverty and social and ecological
injustice at home as well as further away. Restoring the damage done to Nature
and preventing further damage from making the entire world population suffer
and worse.
That will mean real power! Transforming Earth into the home for all instead of into
the home for a few — foreseeably also having to fear that their home might be
destroyed as well.
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.npc21.net
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OMBRA’s EARTH REPORT
Earth report to the people of planet Ombra after having visited the
Little Blue Planet as it is often called.
Main conclusion: Earth is still too divided and too violent for a
partnership.

Dear co-planetarians,
We are glad to be back from our mission to Earth. This planet looked very
promising but after visiting it, we were quite disappointed about the civilization we
found there – or rather the shortage of it.
Earth is beautiful and could indeed be even more beautiful, but all things
considered, it is too hostile to establish direct contact or set up a partnership.
The natural environment is quite similar to Ombra’s, but the way Nature is treated
there is simply beyond belief. It is treated in a predatory way. Earthians deliberately
damage it and do not invest sufficiently in making or keeping Nature healthy.
Earthians or at least many of its leaders do not seem to understand they are
depleting Nature and thus jeopardizing Earth’s survival.
Many human activities still cause a lot of pollution and so damage the health of
Nature and of Earthians themselves. Many thousands of them die or become ill as
a result of pollution.
Earth is divided in about 200 different countries. Some of these are more
advanced than others in terms of economic and technological development.
Some countries are extremely poor, leaving millions of Earthians to die because of
the lack of food and water or the lack of basic medical care.
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OMBRA’s EARTH REPORT (2)
Enormous differences
Why such enormous differences? Throughout Earth’s history, different tribes,
peoples and countries have fought each other for different reasons, the main
ones being the ownership of land and other resources, the struggle for power, the
exploitation of other people, the gathering of money and prestige, religious
superiority… This has led to incredible amounts of money and people being lost
and to the destruction (of resources and people). The destruction still goes on and
on, with new and more destructive weapons being developed continuously, the
dominating belief being that violence has to be combated with violence. Too little
is done to combat the reasons behind the violence.

Capitalism
The economic system on Earth, called capitalism, allows such differences to be
perpetuated and even strengthened. A limited group of Earthians can build up
enormous riches, often by exploiting other Earthians. Many of the products sold on
Earth are made in countries with low wages and limited legislation to protect
human rights and the environment. Workers often have to work long hours in
abominable conditions and get paid very little in comparison with the price
consumers have to pay for those products.
Even in the so-called more developed countries, the differences between the
various groups of population are often huge. A virtually endless and complicated
system of laws and rules imposed by a wide range of political parties – more or
less linked to the various groups of population – allows some groups to get
“preferential treatment” as compared to the rest of the population.
Some Earthians can earn up to a hundred times more than others for reasons we,
Ombrans, cannot understand. Some Earthians can even hide their – often illgotten – riches in so-called fiscal paradises and escape from paying taxes in their
home countries, though they use the infrastructure and services there.
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OMBRA’s EARTH REPORT (3)
Such huge differences contribute to tensions, conflicts and wars. They also
contribute to crime, which is rather high and often incredibly brutal.

Materialism
The education system on Earth seems to focus more on material values than on
moral or ethical values. Young people are trained to fit in with the economic and
financial system suffocating Earth and its inhabitants. Too little attention is paid on
teaching children how to build a society where people work together and treat
each other and Nature with respect and honesty instead of competing with each
other in ways that lead to such huge differences, conflicts and destruction.

Lower level
Earth is a beautiful place and most of its inhabitants are peace-loving. Many
Earthians do care about each other and about Nature. Many of them would like
things to be different. But the system running Earth – with its many different
countries and diverging interests – largely overshadows or destroys the positive
elements found there.
It all clearly shows civilization on planet Earth has not reached the same level as
ours. If Earthians go on competing and fighting each other the way they do now, if
they do not treat Nature with due respect and do not treat all inhabitants of Earth
with respect and care, they will probably never reach the level of civilization we
have.
We do hope Earth will start to really learn from the many – often extremely horrible
– lessons from the past and change for the better to create a society based on
co-operation and not on domination (for reasons that make life for many innocent
people on Earth unacceptably cruel and even lethal).
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OMBRA’s EARTH REPORT (4)
Therefore, we did not directly communicate with any Earthians as we consider
them to lack the right qualities to establish any partnership with them. Also, their
communication systems are not really that advanced as their focus is quite
different and mostly competitive.
Many thanks.
Ombra Earth Mission Team
(report is Sci-Fi)

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.npc21.net
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LETTER TO OUR FRIENDS
IN ISRAEL AND PALESTINE
Worried and thinking about ways
to make lasting peace come true
Dear friends,
We hope you are all doing fine. These last few months we have been thinking
more than before about ways to bring peace to this world of Violence. Indeed,
there is simply too much violence and abuse.
It has been quite some time since we last met and exchanged thoughts about
life, family, friendship and, of course, the conflict between Israel and Palestine.
Though you are either Israeli or Palestinian, we remember meeting you for the first
time and feeling as if we had known each other for a long time. Quite rapidly, we
felt connected and you were very open to us and told us what you thought about
the conflict that has been affecting you and so many others for so many
decades and even for longer.
Though you, reciprocally, do not know our Israeli or Palestinian friends, we feel you
could be friends too. Because, indeed, you all want peace and you all want to
live a life without having to fear tensions will again escalate into conflict and war.
We all share what we call WiSOP or the language of Peace (if you want to define it
succinctly). And that is why we could communicate so well and so openly about
so many subjects.
It hurts to see that the tension between Israelis and Palestinians has escalated so
often and turns into armed conflicts or war. We are always worried something
might happen to you.

Why cannot Peace be the common goal?.
Most Israelis and Palestinians do want peace and live a life without (too many)
worries. We all know that as long as the reasons for the tensions and conflicts are
not dealt with, war is still very much possible.
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Why are the reasons behind the conflict not dealt with? Some of you told us what
you thought they were. Indeed, the opinions and prejudices kept by some of your
countrymen stand in the way of dialogue and a common solution that is not
possible when the opinions and prejudices blocking them, are not changed.
Everybody is suffering, also those that stick to these kinds of opinions, beliefs and
prejudices.

Common key to solve conflicts
WiSOP is the language of Peace and Peace to us is part of the Higher Intelligence
that we all share, whatever our country, nation, race, gender, social, political,
economic or religious constellation. WiSOP can penetrate all borders and walls.
WiSOP can take Humanity all over the world to a higher level of civilization without
major conflicts or wars. WiSOP holds the keys to a peaceful world and society for
all, where nobody is excluded as everybody feels the connectedness with the
Higher Intelligence or MPTA as we define I|S|H (genderless).
Ever since the early 2000s, we have had inspirations that tell us that the Higher
Intelligence was often not understood, misinterpreted or interpreted in a way to
make some tell others that they were superior and could have more rights and
privileges.

Misunderstanding and prejudices
This kind of misunderstandings and misinterpretations have led to conflict and wars
and so many atrocities throughout history. It has also led to many “legalized
illegalities” becoming accepted and considered as normal in our society. As a
result of this, this society is clearly hurting and excluding so many people around
the world. A world that is now facing one of the worst and most global problems
ever: the corona pandemic.
Some of the inspirations we have had since the early 2000s already referred to
“cornucopia illnesses”. Now, since 2020 we are indeed all affected by a kind of
cornucopia virus. A virus that originated in a society providing and accepting the
many legalized illegalities that have benefited some people and groups to the
detriment of so many others. Poverty, Nature degradation, conflicts of a political,
social, economic or religious nature were the result. Wars and incredibly inhuman
atrocities were likewise caused by these illegalities.
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Coronaviruses are killing thousands of people world-wide. The “cornucopia
illnesses” are killing many thousands more and leaving many millions out in the
cold.
By legalized illegalities we mean the laws and rules that were passed and
imposed as the truth by some or many others, while in fact they were not in
keeping with the Lex Mater or Law of all laws. The Lex Mater is common to
everyone. It is the essence on which to build a workable society and a peaceful
world. Lex Mater is the essence of humanity: common human values to reach the
summum bonum or the “higher human intelligence”. The Lex Mater is also
common to those that do not believe in a Higher or Superior Intelligence or MPTA
as we define it (we use this name, in part, to avoid not being neutral enough).
Without MPTA nobody would have existed or been able to live a life consciously. It
might seem strange to many, but it should not be. The core of WiSOP will reveal
that later or never — depending on how the world is made to evolve.
Humanity has arrived at a turning point in its history. It is now up to all to decide
whether to act as one Humanity and share in an honest way what Earth offers. Or,
otherwise to continue and apply the myriad of legalized illegalities and continue
to consider poverty, Nature degradation, social inequalities, injustice and other
types of violence as being “part of the game”. We are sorry to say, but that game
might be over sooner than most leaders think.
Manipulating, dominating and abusing other people on the basis of laws and
rules and opinions in contradiction with Lex Mater is certainly a dead-end game.
Revising all laws and rules and opinions against the light of Lex Mater or the Law of
Peace is the only way to solve conflicts and take Humanity as one whole
(regardless of any man-made borders) to a higher level of civilization without the
primitiveness and illegal illegalities that hurt so many people and Nature.
Sorry to be quite philosophical about it. The interpretation of the holy books should
also be revised in keeping with Lex Mater. WiSOP or the language of Peace should
be the language to build bridges across all borders so as to resolve conflicts and
wars forever. Also the conflict between Israelis and Palestinians.
Majai’vi!
Best wishes and warm regards,
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
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LEGAL OR ILLEGAL?
All depends on the morality or mindset or on the law and rules applied by those
who judge.
In some countries, anything that is not specifically forbidden by law seems to be
considered legal.
Is it? When "no rules" exist, does “anything goes” become the rule?
Time to redefine legal and illegal on the basis of Lex Mater or Natura Mater's Law genuine heart-to-heart humanity or universal human values.
Respecting people and respecting Nature always and everywhere should be part
of any rule or law. When not, it cannot be considered (totally) legal from the point
of view of Lex Mater or Peace as defined as the respect of universal human
values.
Majai'vi and best wishes for a real world fair, good, just and healthy for all people
everywhere and for Natura Mater or Nature.

Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.npc21.net
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ETICO or NEW CURRENCY
for HUMANITARIAN PROJECTS
if money is the problem to solve poverty, famine and climate change related
problems and if money can solve these problems, why not have the "international
community" or G200+ countries agree and decide to set up the Global Ethical
Fund and create the ETICO or ethical currency?
Unlike the fickle, manipulative and speculative bitcoin, a strong stable currency to
be the tool to clean up the mess this world has become. A global currency to
work to the benefit of all people wherever on the planet and not just of a few. And
also to restore Nature and to prevent further damage to people and Nature.
Yet, the community can only become a real community if all countries, nations,
political parties, corporations and other groups and people in general let go of
borders, walls and other divisions now standing in the way of Peace or genuine
humanity.
Divisions based on factors, actors, beliefs, prejudices, theories... standing in the
way of Peace or genuine humanity or CIQ thinking (higher human intelligence).
Only concerted action by all countries, nations, political parties, corporations and
other groups and people in general can solve the shameful problems, like Nature
degradation, poverty and other violence. All largely due to the lack of Peace as
the respect of universal human values (as the 25 defined in Natura Pax - Natura
Mater's New World Pact).
Majai'vi!
Ambassadors of Nature and Peace
www.naturapax.net
www.npc21.net
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NATURA PAX - PAX 21 VOW
Peace as the respect of
Universal Human Values
The key we share
to build lasting Peace
for all people and for Nature
All leaders in politics and business are
requested to take the Pax 21 Vow

DNA Peace City
12.12.21
npc21.net

NATURA PAX - PAX 21 VOW
■ I understand the present world is too divided.
■ I understand divisions, borders and walls of all kinds
stand in the way of Peace.
■ I understand these divisions make dialogue
and cooperation difficult if not impossible.
■ I understand the main cause of most problems is
the lack of Peace and a common definition of it.
■ I understand we need a new beacon of Peace
to guide us and to inspire us.
■ I understand we need to find common ground
or Peace to tackle problems faced by Humanity:
Nature degradation, poverty, war, crime, fraud and
other types of violence.
■ I accept Peace as the respect of universal human
values to be shared across all borders and walls.
■ I accept Natura Pax as the guideline and beacon
to build a New World of Peace and Justice on.
■ I pledge to do all that I can to help and build it.
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INTRODUCTION
A sustainable future requires universal Peace.
Peace defined as the respect for universal human values
shared and applied across all borders and walls now standing
in the way of Peace. Borders, walls and other divisions set up
to separate people and to give some more rights than others.
Divisions leading to abuse of people and abuse of Nature.
Divisions leading to conflict and wars.
Peace is universal and so considers all people as being equal
and as being part of one Humanity and one Nature living on
one and the same planet Earth.
Peace requires countries, na�ons, races, political par�es,
businesses, religions, people of any gender… to work
together and iron out differences that stand in the way of
Peace.
The age-old principle of “Divide and rule”, which has caused
tremendous damage to people and to Nature, needs to be
replaced by “We all win, when nobody loses”.

Every child, woman and man is to be treated
as a human being: fairly, honestly and
with due respect always and wherever.
Nature is to be treated as our essen�al partner:
fairly, honestly and with due respect
always and wherever.
Natura Pax – New World Pact Nature | Humanity
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I. Universal Human Values
Common universal human values will be the guideline to
make sure everybody wins and nobody nor Nature loses.
Everybody and Nature deserve and have the right to be
treated fairly and not as a mere object or commodity.
Common goals with a high human value equivalent (HVE) will
make this world safer and lead the world to a sustainable
future for all people: green, healthy and fair.

NATURA PAX HUMAN VALUES
Respect
Respect starts with respec�ng yourself. Respect for other people means
respec�ng and accep�ng their differences. Respect is recognizing the uniqueness
of every human being. We would not like everyone to be the same. Respect is not
invading other people’s privacy.

Freedom
Living your own individuality while respecting other human beings and Nature.
Without respect there would not be freedom as others would invade yours. Basic
rules are needed like human values. As your anchor or as a beacon of society.

Family
A family respec�ng human values is the best building block for a strong and caring
society.

Justice
Do not do unto others what you would not like them to do unto you.
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Charity
Doing well to people and not sacrificing them or their well-being for the sake of
money.

Solidarity
Not keeping everything to oneself and enjoying making other people happy.

Neutrality
To s�mulate conflic�ng par�es to use all forms of dialogue and not to use force or
violence.

Non-violence
Violence leads to violence. Peace is the only way to cure it.

Peace
Peace with oneself, with other human beings and with Nature. It is needed to
develop yourself in a healthy way, both physically and mentally.

Friendship
Friends are valuable people you can count on or share happiness with or who can
comfort you in difficult moments. Or help you build a be�er future with. A future
of Peace.

Pardon
We are not perfect. We do make mistakes. Some�mes without knowing it. If you
do, try to repair them. Asking for pardon is nothing to be ashamed of.

Forgiveness
People do make mistakes. If someone asks you honestly to be pardoned, be
prepared to do so.

Honesty
Being true to one’s innate goodness. Honesty goes a long way. It is the only way.
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Fairness
Trying to find a just balance between the interests of the parties concerned.

Respect for Nature
Nature is essen�al to all of us. Nature is fed up with the pollution caused
unnecessarily and out of greed. Making Nature healthier will make us healthier
too.

Humanity
Pu�ng people first and not pu�ng money first. Respec�ng human values in any
case.

Equality
All human beings are equal regardless of their gender, race, age, religion, riches,
social status or handicap.

Pluralism
Accep�ng that there are different races, cultures, religions… but that we should all
be humans respecting Peace.

Truthfulness
Respec�ng the truth is an essential ingredient of any healthy human being. Lies
are hard to live by for long.

Trust
People respec�ng human values can be trusted. A world without trust is a very sad
world indeed.

Openness
Being open to different ideas and opinions. Accepting that you do not always have
the best. Being open to dialogue.

Tolerance
The willingness to accept differences and to admit that not everything can be as
you want.
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Humility
We are too li�le to understand everything. Science can go a long way but there
are limits. Programming humans with chips to make them into perfect soldiers is
beyond the limit.

Privacy
Respec�ng another man’s personality and living environment as you would like
yours to be respected. And not taking suppositions as the truth.

Love
Think about what it means to you. Our defini�on will be revealed later in a
paternal message of Life.
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II. Fair Deal Charter
INTRODUCTION
Everyone deserves to be treated fairly. Nature as well as
people.
The Fair Deal Charter proposes some principles to boost
fairness on the basis of human values.
Business as usual is no option. Business as it is done today is
still primarily aimed at generating money, even if it is o�en
damaging to Nature and to people.
Financial crises have not changed the mentality really and
business largely con�nues as it was usual before. The
coronavirus pandemic has made it clear that change requires
“ac�ng now”.
There is a large consensus about the untenable character of
present-day economics, but s�ll too li�le is done about
changing them dras�cally. The power of financial groups and
mega-companies is still determining policies.
The domina�on of economics over poli�cs and the die-hard
belief that money can solve all problems make change
difficult and slow.
Nature needs to be protected more intensively and
extensively. Nature is now mostly seen as a mere commodity,
while she is the essence and Life.
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Consumers need to be protected too and given the ability to
live a decent life. They are now o�en seen as a mere piece or
object in the economic treadmill.

Fair Deal Charter - protec�ng people
People are o�en misled by companies into buying products
they do not need.
Products are o�en presented as having quali�es they in fact
do not have.
People need to be protected and abuse has to be prevented.

FAIR DEAL CHARTER – PEOPLE
Customers and suppliers will be treated as human beings and partners and
companies will apply the following principles:

Jus�ce
We treat our customers and suppliers as we would like to be treated ourselves.

Respect
We will not damage their dignity or privacy for the sake of money.

Fairness
We keep a balance between the interests of our customers, our suppliers, our
shareholders and ourselves.

Honesty
We do not sell products that have deliberately hidden defects or that can be
damaging to the customer (if they may involve a risk of damage we duly inform
the customer).
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Liberty
Our customer or supplier cannot be forced to buy, sell or use any product against
his will.

Considera�on
We realize we need to serve our customer and supplier well and we cannot
consider them as mere money-genera�ng agents.

Humanity
We put people first and not money.

Truthfulness
We do not say our products have certain advantages or characteris�cs if it is not
true.

Trustworthiness
We comply with the clauses of our warranty or with the promises made in
adver�sements or other marke�ng publicity.

Fair trade
We do not exploit our workers, suppliers or people involved in the production of
our products.

Guidance
Our marke�ng guides and advises the consumer and does not mislead him.

Solidarity
We assign part of our profits to helping people and/or countries in need.
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Fair Deal Charter - protec�ng Nature
Nature’s impact on us is huge.
We cannot do without Nature. Yet, Nature is too o�en
maltreated and abused, which also has an impact on people.
Nature needs to be protected and deliberate pollu�on has to
be prevented.

FAIR DEAL CHARTER - NATURE
Nature will be respected as a partner and companies will apply the following
principles:

Jus�ce
We do not damage Nature unnecessarily and we maximally reduce or phase out
the pollution caused.

Respect for Nature
We do not harm Nature just for the sake of money.

Nature-mindedness
We use as many natural products and ingredients as possible that are not
damaging to Nature and we will reduce or phase out any process or products that
harm Nature.

Health
We agree that the health of Nature means the health of people and we therefore
promote production processes that do not harm Nature or people.

Sustainability
We invest in renewable raw materials and/or in renewable energy.
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Partnership
We consider Nature to be a partner and we realize we need her for a sustainable
and healthy future.

Nature care
We assign part of our profits to projects in Nature care.
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III. Global Peace Charter
INTRODUCTION
Climate change is only part of the problem facing Humanity
world-wide.
The whole economic and political system needs to be
overhauled. Too much focus on money and too li�le on other
values. Too much focus on repairing the damage instead of
on the preven�on of it.
It is more than evident that problems like Nature degradation
need to be tackled on a global scale. They affect everybody
wherever on this planet.
There is a growing awareness that present-day political ideas
and economic policies will not be able to really deal with
climate change nor with many other world-scale problems
either. Too many differences and divisions stand in the way of
a thorough solu�on.
Much more effort and investment need to go into developing
non-damaging or non-pollu�ng produc�on processes and
into the substitu�on of polluting energy sources, like fossil
fuels, by clean and renewable fuels.

Clean-up or oxigena�on
This planet does need to undergo a serious clean-up or
oxigena�on of mentali�es and of the natural environment.
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Much more investment is needed in a green, clean and
healthy future for all across the globe.
Natura Pax projects like USE [United for the Survival of Earth]
to develop green energy at a large scale and to the benefit of
all countries, should be launched globally and jointly by all
countries.
Human values should be promoted and strengthened in all
aspects of life and society, like in poli�cs and in economics
(PAX HUMANITAS) and in religions (PAX FIDES) and in
educa�on and in the media.
Peace is the respect of human values. Universal and crossing
all fron�ers of country, race, ideology, status, religion…
Life is definitely more than gathering material riches. Money
only provides temporary happiness. Human values allow
people to feel they are part of this society. Feeling part of it
makes people more willing to contribute to the well-being of
that society.
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GLOBAL PEACE CHARTER
We respect all countries, all human beings and Nature as partners in a global
peace project that aims at:
• peace for Humanity
• peace for Nature
• peace among religions.
We recognize this world is s�ll plagued by many problems that need to be tackled
on a global scale so as to build a be�er and more just world:
• Nature degradation
• burning of fossil fuels
• poverty
• social injustice and exclusion
• distribu�on of raw materials
• war and terrorism
• criminality (related to drugs and financial greed)
• low social appreciation of human values
• commercial exploitation
• conflicts related to religious differences.
We are aware that the present economic and poli�cal systems cannot be upheld
without seriously and irreparably damaging Nature and Humanity and, as a
consequence, without threatening the survival of Earth itself:
• many produc�on processes are damaging to Nature and to people
• many economic and political systems show a lack of sufficient solidarity, not
only between people within a country but also between countries and
groups of countries themselves
• present economic and poli�cal power has partly been based upon an unfair
distribu�on of means in the past and at present (finances and raw
materials)
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• present economic and poli�cal power has partly been based on the
promotion and implementation of the wrong values, largely giving priority
to financial considera�ons
• many products that are damaging to Nature and people are still used
because they provide (high) income and because short-term gains seem
more important than long-term damage
• money and the lack of it largely dominate political and economic decisionmaking and the resolu�on of problems
• different tax systems and tax havens are an incentive to those owning
unfairly obtained money.

Human values and all people
We want all countries, poli�cal and economic systems as well as companies and
human beings themselves to apply the following principles or human values:

Jus�ce
We treat others as we would like to be treated ourselves.

Respect
We will not damage someone’s dignity or privacy for the sake of money.

Fairness
We keep a fair balance between the interests of the different parties involved.

Honesty
We do not allow the selling of products that have deliberately hidden defects or
that can be damaging to people (if they may involve a risk of damage people
should be duly informed).

Liberty
The customer or supplier cannot be forced to buy, sell or use any product against
his will.

Considera�on
Customers and suppliers need to be served well and cannot be considered as
mere money-generating agents.
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Humanity
We put people first and not money.

Truthfulness
It is not allowed to attribute certain advantages or characteristics to products
when they cannot be verified.

Trustworthiness
The clauses of the warranty or the promises made in adver�sements or other
marke�ng publicity need to be complied with.

Fair trade
Workers, suppliers or people involved in the production of products may not be
exploited.

Guidance
Marke�ng needs to guide and advise the consumer and not mislead him.

Solidarity
Part of the profits made by companies and of the income gathered by countries
needs to be assigned to helping people and/or countries in need.

Human values and Nature
We respect Nature as a partner and will apply the principles of:

Jus�ce
We do not damage Nature unnecessarily and we maximally reduce or phase out
the pollution caused

Respect for Nature
We do not harm Nature just for the sake of money

Nature-mindedness
We use as many natural products and ingredients as possible that are not
damaging to Nature and we will reduce or phase out any process or products that
harm Nature
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Health
We agree that the health of Nature means the health of people and we therefore
promote production processes that do not harm Nature or people

Sustainability
We invest in renewable raw materials and/or in renewable energy

Partnership
We consider Nature to be a partner and we realize we need her for a sustainable
and healthy future

Nature care
Part of the profits made by companies and of the income gathered by countries
needs to be assigned to Nature care.

Global solidarity – Global Peace Fund
We believe in international solidarity as a means to solve this world’s problems as
men�oned above.

Raw materials
Raw materials are largely exploited by multina�onals. These companies should
pay a fair amount of taxes to be used for the development of the country where
the produc�on is located and for financing the Global Peace Fund (Global
Humanity Fund). Today, they o�en obtain large profits and often pay little taxes.

Green energy
All countries should take part in the development of green or renewable energy
sources. They should take part in a global project for green energy financed by the
Global Peace Fund.

Development aid
Today, the rich countries do not even spend 0.7% of their income on helping other
poor countries. Low economic development and poverty are one of the main
reasons for the current migration problems and disasters, as well as of others
problems.
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Tax havens
No single tax haven should remain. They offer an escape to locate “dirty” money.
In a fair world, there is no space for “dirty” money and thus not for tax havens.

Promo�on of human values
Common human values should be promoted in politics, in education, in the media
and in all sectors of society. The Global Peace Fund could finance promotion
programs to be used world-wide. This would allow different political ideologies to
reach a be�er understanding.

Reconcilia�on between religions
Differences between religions o�en lead to tension in many parts of the world.
Religions should jointly promote universal human values rather than rites and
rules that differ too much and that make mutual understanding difficult or
impossible.
We will contribute to the Global Peace Fund (also called the Global Humanity
Fund):
• this fund will be used to finance the joint development of green energy
sources and green technologies and/or produc�on processes that will be
made available to all countries
• it will be used to finance global public awareness programs about human
values, including peace as the respect of human values
• it will be used to develop agricultural food programs to allow countries to
economically produce food that is healthy and that takes into account local
condi�ons and habits as well as Nature (producing foods in a way that is in
harmony with Nature)
• it will be used to finance Nature care projects aimed at restoring damage
done to Nature in the past
• new global projects will be developed to improve the general condi�on of
Nature and Humanity
• we will pay 1% of company profits and part of the income of our country
into the fund.
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IV. Oceans for All Charter
INTRODUCTION
Oceans and poles need to be be�er protected urgently.
Allowing commercial greed and struggles for power to cause
irreparable damage to them is a mistake Humanity should not
make.
They are essential for our survival.
The oceans and poles should be made the property of all
Humanity and not of any par�cular person or country.
The exploita�on of Nature’s resources should be friendly to
Nature and to Humanity.
The Oceans for All Charter should be the start of a global
ocean protec�on campaign.
Protec�ng the oceans is protec�ng ourselves!

OCEANS FOR ALL CHARTER
• Oceans outside the 200 mile con�nental shelf limit are declared
“Oceans for All”
• Oceans for All and both poles are declared the property of Humanity
as a whole
• Oceans for All and both poles are not to be the subject of wars and ba�les
between na�ons
• oil and other minerals found in the Oceans for All and at the poles are
declared the property of Humanity
• the exploitation of Oceans for All and poles is to be regulated by the UN or
a newly established organization
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• the exploitation has to be carried out so as to safeguard ocean and polar life
• the exploitation has to be carried out in a sustainable way
• proceeds of the exploitation are to be dedicated to the improvement of
living condi�ons of all members of Humanity, irrespec�ve of country, race,
culture or religion. It includes welfare programs, medical care, poverty
reduc�on and education
• proceeds of the exploitation are to be dedicated to the restoration of the
damage inflicted on Nature and on the development of alternative green
energy sources.
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V. Pax Fides – Peace in Faith Charter
INTRODUCTION
Faith is the belief in the goodness in people and the
willingness to bring it out.
Peace is the respect for human values.
Pax Fides aims at creating peace among all religions using
human values as a common ground to build peace on.
The understanding between different religions is often not
easy. Human values could be the basis of a trend towards
bringing religions closer together and towards reducing or
doing away with all conflicts and even violence for religionrelated reasons.
Religions are requested to sign the Pax Fides Peace in Faith
Charter and to pledge they will work together to strengthen
human values and thus peace.
Violence is threatening to destroy life forever. Violence
against people and violence against Nature.
Some violence is carried out in the name of God or in the
name of a religious belief. Violence is incompa�ble with God.
Faith in God means faith in Peace. Peace means humanity or
the respect for human values. Respect for life and respect for
Nature are basic values.
All religious leaders world-wide are requested to openly
condemn all violence and to subscribe to Pax Fides Peace in
Faith Charter.
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PAX FIDES PEACE IN FAITH CHARTER
• God can have many names
• Religions are different ways to worship God
• God stands for Peace
• To reach God one must reach peace
• To reach peace one must reach humanity
• To reach humanity one must try and respect human values to the maximum
• Peace for Humanity is Peace for God
• Violence of any kind is inconsistent with Peace and thus with God
• Killing in the name of God is against Peace and thus against God
• Religions categorically condemn any kind of violence
• Religions unite to promote peace and humanity.
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VI. Space Peace Charter
INTRODUCTION
Civiliza�on on Earth has gone through a history of posi�ve
and nega�ve developments.
Technological advancements have been many, but it is sad to
see that a large part of the popula�on on Earth is s�ll living in
poverty and lacking the means to lead an acceptable life.
Throughout history, millions of people have been killed as a
result of the greed, lust for power, beliefs and other manmade factors (politics, economics, religion, feelings of
superiority,…).
Countries are s�ll compe�ng with each other to dominate
poli�cally and economically. Billions are s�ll spent on war and
other destruc�ve ac�vi�es leading to enormous damage in
life and resources.
Nature is suffering badly as well. Economies and with them
poli�cs are focusing too much on growth in terms of material
riches.
People all around the world are trained to become producers
and consumers of goods in ever larger quanti�es. But is
quan�ty really what this world needs?
Quan�ty in the form of over-materialism is driving Earth to
the limits of sustainability. The quality of life of many people,
even the rich, leaves a lot to be desired. The number of
cancers and other diseases related to over-indulgence and
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the pollu�on of the air, water, soil and food is increasing
drama�cally.
Would it not be be�er to have more quality and less
quan�ty?
Not only on the level of the individual, but also on the level of
the en�re world popula�on as such.
The explora�on of Space is star�ng to be developed. And
again, history seems to be going to repeat itself, threatening
to make Space into the new battlefield of countries trying to
dominate others and to have access to more raw materials to
feed their economies focused on money and quan�ty.
Before allowing this to happen, all na�ons should set out a
Space Peace Charter to make Space explora�on the pla�orm
to reshape our planet Earth, analyzing what its popula�on
and Nature need to build a sustainable future for all. And
establishing clear rules to prevent Space from becoming a
ba�lefield.
Expor�ng Humanity’s shortcomings to Space would be
disastrous. No single country should be allowed to claim a
piece of Space for itself, but should be part of the major
solidarity (with people and Nature) campaign in the history of
Humanity.
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SPACE PEACE CHARTER
• Space explora�on should be regulated
• Peace as the respect for human values should be the basic law to apply to
Space explora�on
• everything possible should be done to prevent Space from becoming a new
ba�lefield for competing countries or individuals
• no part of Space or any part of a planet or a planet as such should be
claimed by any single country or an individual
• Space explora�on should be supervised by an independent agency called
the Space Peace Agency or SPA. It should represent all nations in a
democra�c way. All member countries should agree to the Space Peace
Charter
• proceeds from Space exploration – a�er deduc�ng exploration costs – are
to be transferred to the Space Peace Fund to finance projects aimed at
peace in all its forms on planet Earth
• Space explora�on should not be seen as a way to strengthen the power or
domination of one country or a group of countries in par�cular
• Space explora�on should be a means to enhance the well-being of Earth’s
population as a whole, as well as to restore Nature and to repair damage
inflicted on it
• Space explora�on should not aim at bringing raw materials to Earth that
damage its population and/or Nature
• Space explora�on should not aim at con�nuing processes on Earth that are
damaging to its popula�on and/or Nature
• Space explora�on requires Humanity to show maturity. Maturity is the
respect of human values. Solidarity is a priority value. Solidarity is the only
way to peace and justice in a world with a sustainable future
• the Space Peace Fund should finance projects aimed at solving Earth’s
problems on a world-wide scale: poverty, Nature degradation, low
appreciation of human values, crime, war, conflicts…
• the Space Peace Fund should finance and foster research and development
into Earth’s problems and it should bring together the brightest minds in a
joint effort of world solidarity – with people and with Nature
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• the Space Peace Fund should finance the development of clean and
renewable sources of energy to the benefit of all countries
• the Space Peace Fund should finance a world-wide large-scale campaign to
promote human values and especially solidarity among na�ons and people
• the Space Peace Fund should finance research into how to enhance the
well-being of people without damaging Nature and making people into
semi-automated producers and consumers
• Space is to be kept free of weapons unless they are needed to defend
Humanity against possible aggressive aliens
• if Humanity encounters aliens, all should be done to try and establish
dialogue and coopera�on
• Space is a place Humanity can never expect to fully understand. It should be
respected and not be treated with neglect and arrogance
• Space offers no quick solution to Humanity’s problems. Yet, the best and
only option towards a be�er and more just future is the joint effort of all
na�ons and peoples to show the best of Humanity: launching the biggest
solidarity campaign ever and not making Space into a new ba�lefield.
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